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THE NEW M

REVIEW,

SANTA FE. N. M.. .THURSDAY

FORTY SIXTH YEAR
--
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THEATER

GOERS BY STORM

One of the Most Tuneful and Attractive Operas Ever
Heard in Santa FeMusical Triumph for Local Talent
and Stage Managers House Crowded by Fashionable Audience.

I.'

U-

DECEMRER 23. J909
personification of hauteur and at his
glance his red coated soldiers quaked, and blushed In fear. So did Salvador but a generous coating of
burnt cork concealed his blushes from
the sympathetic audience. Salvador
was funny and the whites of his eyes
wore mirth provoking. Pomposo's
egotlsticul song telling who he wbh,
biought down the house. Mrs. Clark
appeared In the second act as "Donna
Pomposa" anl was the dignified am!
genteel Spanish nuhlewoman with a
sweet musical voice.
Jacoli Safford as Lieutenant Fuzee.
knew all about "les fusils" and other
Implements of war. He had a fairly
might
good chest expansion which
not by Swobo-dhave been developed
or Fletcherlzatlon but by Salvador's nicdul salve.
As Captain Surf, a fisherman.
a . good
was
Crichton
Roy
old salt, and the kind of fellow
who would make a hit with the Bar
Harbur girls who linger on the sea
shore to hear just "what the wild
waves are saying."
Miss Anita Baca.
Miss' Anita Baca did a specialty act
which evoked the warmest applause.
Her winsome way took the audience
by storm. In the dances in the second act she also scored, as did, in
fact all of the danseuses who resem
bled the graceful maidens of old
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APPOINTMENTS

5EIT TO SENATE

T

Santa Fe and Clayton Land Office Positions Disposed
Creighton M. Foraker Gets U. S. Marshalship
Again Judge A. L. Morrisson's Son Gets
Good

of

PlumMills Nomination
Confirmed.

audience. Mrs. Hayes was the tie
(Ily Hrlan Horn Dunne.)
American Operetta mure maiden brought up as the adoptThe Spanish
to China: Henry T. Gage of Califor....
(i
Special to The New Mexican.
"The Princess Ilonnie" created a fur- ed daughter of a light house keeper
Washington, D. C. Dec. 20. Presi- nia, minister to Portugal; R. S. H.
ore last night. There seems there- but with the blood of Spanish nobiliI
dent Taft today sent to the Senate the Hltt of Illinois, minister to Panama;
not ty in her veins, Hr voice was at
fore no reason why It should
nominations ot Creighton M. Foraker John B. Jackson. New Jersey, minall times as sweet as itiy guitar could
score as great n success tonight.
to succeed himself as V. S. marshal ister to Cuba; Fenton R. McCrey of
The warmest praise Is due the suggest and in volutie and range
for New Mexico; Manuel R. Otero Michigan, minister to Honduras; EdSanta Yet Operatic and Dramatic As- snowea wonueriiu iiejuomty. At
and Fred Muller to succeed themselves win V, Morgan of New York, minister
the operet time did she show thfe slightest trace
sociation which
i as register and receiver of the federal to Paraguay; L. S. Swanson, minister
ta at the Klks theater lust night to of "stage fright," 8ol after solo was
land office, respectively at Santa Fe; to Switzerland.
one of the largest and most cultured hers and In every one her silvery
i1"
Edward W. Fox to succeed himself as
Creighton M. Foraker.
audiences that probably ever sat in voice was heard to great advantage.
house. She was generous too with her notes
attractive play
register and Manuel Martinez to sucSHiita Fe's
Creighton M. Foraker, has already
receiver
as
W.
Detamore
Terto
encores
several
and responded
ceed George
served longer as U. 8. marshal for
at
Governor Curry, and many of the
of the federal land office at Clayton, New Mexico than any of his prederitory's offlrlalB led in the applause to the applause that swept the house
MorriE.
as
and
she
and
and
Again
out
Cnion
cessors. He was born and reared iu
ep
again
again
Joseph
county;
which called
again
son to be II. S. district attorney for Highland county, Ohio, a son of Henwhose high silvery tranced the audience' with her song.
some singer
A 'J
Arizona. The appointment of Gener- ry 8. Foraker and a brother of J. U.
notes or deep hnss voice had made a One of her arlns, "Love is Like a
1
(
al Vlljoen, the Boer fighter, now a res- Foraker, former governor and li. S.
"hit" Or some ilanseuse or several Dainty Flower," was a musical gem
danseuses whoBe graceful tripping ot If ever one was aung, that earned
ident of La Mesa, Dona Ana county, Senator from Ohio. Mr. Foraker
the light fantastic had brought down her deafening applause,
to be collector of customs atJ21 Paso. came to New Mexico twenty-sveMadrid.
decided years ago and went to work in the,
As Kittle Clover, Mrs. Cains, also
the house.
And the chorus, If must not be for- Tex., has been practically
a summer girl
of Asso- mines of Grant county, especially iu
And the wonder of It all fcas to was a star. Either
' '
4
The girls were as pretty as upon. The reappointment
gotten.
In
Two
the palace
of
tlx
Justices John R. McFie and the Burro mountain district.
R J
those right behind the footlights who at Bar Harbor or
auy famed chorus girl and the men ciate
years ago he engaged in the cattle
also certain.
knew Just how many members of the Bonnie's uncle in old Spain, Kittle were also what the girls call "good Frank W. Parker
In
In
en
Grant
severe
and
some"
showed
what
Confirmed.
Mills
light opera
industry
county
Chief Justice
company were suffering from
lookers." There was not that mechan1905 near Engle, Sierra county. He
colds and who also knew the difficul- thiisiastB define as f "dazzling quan- ical air about the chorus so often Special to The New Mexican.
was commissioned U. S. marshal on
u,,.-..,v,im- uij
ties that had to be encountered at tity of youthful beauty." Whatever seen on the professional stage. The
-.j
Washington, D. C. Dec. 20. The
Km r - hi1S97, by President McKinley
It was, Kittle won the hearts of the
a "first night" performance.
naturalness of those In the chorus apolntment of William J. Mills to be July 23,
Yankee hoys and also those of the made Its work peculiarly attractive. governor of New Mexico was con- and has served since. Mr. Foraker
The Operetta.
"
was initiated as an Elk at Santa Fe
Dons who stood In rows, six deep,
HON. M. R. OTERO,
Beautiful Scenery.
firmed today In executive session of
The operetta which was written
about her. Her volee was us clear
the the V. S. Senate. There was no op- but now belongs to the lodge of AReappointed Register of the Federal Land Office at Santa Fe.
A word should he said about
by William Spenser, Is In two acU as a
where he makes his home.
a
oeii and sne saug wun
coquet- scenery.
When the curtain rose foi position to the confirmation. No ac- lbuquerque
and Is
distinctly Spanish-AmericaGraduate of St. Michael's College.
and hawlf" as the Eng- tish abandon that went right to the the first act. there were little gasps tion was taken on the appointment of
"hawlf
about
E. Morrison, son of Judge
Hon. Manuel R, Otero, register of.t'ntured tue political arena soon af
not blame a Span- of
lishman would say, for the first scene heart. One could
delight from the audience at the William H. Pope of Roswell to be A. Joseph
L. Morrison, is a graduate of St.
positions ot is laid In Maine and the second In ish count falling In love with her but beautiful
1ho I'nited States land office In Banta terward and hold many was
effect portraying the chief justice. Both appointments were
lighting
He
Michael's College. He was born In
probate
the audience's sympathies were evi
Fe, is quiet and unassuming but yet trust and honor.
light house and the coast near Bar made to go Into effect on March 1.
con Spain,
dently with plain Shrimps, village Harbor. It was a beautiful Bcene. The committee on postoffices and Chicago cn July 9, 1871, and attended
of great strength of character and a clerk of Valencia county for four
Harbor
Bar
from
a
Jump
'Tls
long
one
for
the public and Catholic parochial
secutive terms, probate Judge
of all trades vho fell In love The court
.prominent and progressive citizen o(
yard of the admiral's palace postroads is Btlll holding up the ap- schools
of an admiral In Spain, jack
at Chicago. He came with
term, deputy bherift for one term and to the pulace
the Territory.
took with Kittle, finding at1 first she had In the second act too, was artistic to pointment of S. B. Grimshaw to be his
wuu a prominent candidate for the but the members of the company
parents to Santa Fe where he
"marble heart" at the Icy glance the last
the
the
made
1S-and
In
ill
jump
was
the
little
born
lie
degree
Fe.
and managed
graduated from St. Michael's College
when he burst into sonnets over her. from Bur Harbor to Spain as easy as postmaster at Santa
Republican nomination for delegate the leap across the pond
towu of Peralta, in the county of Va to
Nominations Sent In.
disposition
and was admitted to the New Mexico
Congress In 1882, when the Repub to change their lethargic
"Corker."
had traveled on
audience
the
Shrimps
Maine
20.
Presicoast
of
D.
Dec.
lencia, the county which has stead lican
though
the
cold
to
C,
Washington,
Bar In this city. Later, he located
appropriate
party nominated the Hon.
To use a short but not ugly word, one of the Thousand and One Night's
me
fastly and solidly voted for the he- dent Taft sent to the Senate today at Prescott, Arizona, and from there
Luna for that position. Dur for the warm temperament oi
Owmagic carpets. Mrs. R. L. Baca as the following nominations of ambassa- moved to Bisbee. He has taken a
publican party since the organization ing that campaign Mr. Otero gave "Don" in his sunny land ot guitars, Shrimps, In the persi.n of Frank
of that party In the Territory and has valuable and strong support to the Re red wine and bright colored cos en was a "corker." Ills physique, stage manager, aud Alan McCord as dors and ministers. Robert Bacon leading part In the
politics of the
never faltered or wavered In that
has much catchy his frank blue eye and his general nlr assistant manager, had really "man- of New York, ambassador to France; neighboring
operetta
tumes. The
publican candidate for delegate.
territory and Is considor disdain
.
, ....
for the Idea that the clothes aged" things quite well. There was
---course.
Missouri, am- ered one of the most eloquent camof
C.
Kerrens
Richard
Mr. Otero was appointed register ot music in it ano me oreu"". uu,.
"
no hitch In the machinery and when
l"
",
His father was Judge Antonio Jose the I'nlltd States land office in this the direction of Mrs. V. L. Bean rose
AuBtrla-HungarHenry paign speakers In the Southwest He
won Kitty, bu the curtain fell for the last time, only bassador to
Otero and his mother was Francisco city by President McKinley. He was to the demands made upon It. The: the start and probably
.
was Lone Wilson of Washington; ambas- Is married. HI- - appointment to b
that
was
heard
and
lu
one
,.uU5..
s
no
was
opinion
at
of
Chaves, both descendants
U. S. district attorney for Arizona,
tlnie;"e
reappointed by President Roosevelt work of the orchestra
Bonnie, sador to Mexico; Charles Page Bryan
Shrimps ' proved a wood that the operetta Princess
Spanish families who were and now again by President Taft. He "raustd" and really assisted the sing-- filings.
of Illinois, minister to Belgium; Wil- Is very gratifying to the host of
,.r rtrnwninir them as Is! match for tne count nut it snrimps "offered by the Santa Fe Operatic
among the early settlers of New Mex- lias proved himself a most efficient,
liam J. Calhoun of Illinois, minister friends be has in Santa Fe.
ico. His father was associate justice oimble aniy honest official and In ev sometimes the caBe with over ambl- - turned Indian and wore a Swastika and Dramatic Association for the apmark on his left cheek and pigeon-toe- proval of the theater going public" as
of the first supreme court of the Terri- ery respect merits reappointment. He tlous musicians.
moccasins and feathers which the program eaid had indeed won it.
The Plot.
tory of New Mexico, and presiding has the support of the party organiza
it
Locked After Every Detail.
The operettta's plot is one that ap did not enhance his manly beauty
Judge of the' third judicial district. tion and of the leading and best Re
bad
FOR
WILL
That the managers of the presentaHis mother was a daughter of Hon. publicans In the Territory and It cer- peals to the healthy American man was for Klttie'a sake. Yes shewould
tion last evening, did not overlook the
Krancisco Chaves, governor of the tainly looks as. If he would be reap or woman who believes that there promised to marry .i .1 if he
''
are 111 this country real princesses save Bonnie from the Count, to whom smallest detail was manifest from the
province of New Muxico under tne pointed.
a she had been betrothed by the old fine souvenir programs that were disSpanish government.
T
Mr. Otero Is happily married and and aueens and empress-queena
sons and well as loyal knights, men of prince Spanish eiialom. While not exactlyOw- tributed and many praised the artistic
Mr. Otero received a classical edu- I.hm a family of bright
In
Mr.
Caruso
or
voice,
atGorgoza
workmanship. The ushers were
cation at St. Louis University and duughters, one of his daughters be ly brow and good citizens of the stun en's
stage
are
presence, his winning tentive to the comfort of those who
vihs In the senior class about to grad- ing the wife of Hon. Solomon Luna, of which great kings and rulers
than
his
more
and
mammess
smile
So- Important
Conference
came and there was no confusion In National Committeeman
uate when he was called home on ac- member of the National Republican made.
s
lir. Snencer portrays the Spanish made up for any slight uneven-neii- assigning the seats. The light house
count of the death of his mother. He committee from New Mexico.
House
White
From
Home
lomon Luna
Today With
of register and range of voice,
nobleman "calling on a girl s lortune
was painted by William Hay-dewhich were explained by
the fact scene
Taft
President
National
the
more than on the young lady herself
of
evening's
one of the stars
Capital
a sick bed and was
nd all the arts known to the old that he arose from
and demonstrated that
performance,
on
ill
while
the
stage.
world which has hod so much experl- seriously
he Is an artist of no mean ability. At
MOTHER KILLED
FOURTEEN BELOW
in
Count C. M. Falsettl, Etc.
CAUSE
om.o lii Inva making and more
TO
BILL WILL
SENSATION
OPPOSITION
tonight's performance the few rough NO
batAs
the Italian connt, with a
matdi makln." (object money).
that were observed last evenedges
Falnot
of
to
Castinetti
from
names,
tery
nut the nobleman loses out,
will be trimmed away and those
settl, H. R. Haacke followed the tra- ing come this
L
BY
uuui
only because ne is at iieaii
evening can be assur- No Attempt to Dictate Appoint- Interior Department, Land Of
who
beon
"noblesse
but
ditions
his
of
his
of
country
tti
and unworthy
princess,
fice and Forest Service
ed of the finest operatic performance
ments or Policy for
or'
Bonnie
not
Whether
idea.
brawn
with
shrewdness
oblige"
aue Yankee
on the,
Included,
It loved him did not matter so long as that has ever been presented
to hack It up oulwltB the Don,
'
Party.
Coldest Since Three Yean Twelve Year Old Boy Dis was simply another case of Uncle he wished to marry her. Like a good local stage.
Clever
Dancers.
many members of the foreign arlstoc-.arle- s
Ago When it Went Fifteen
Dec.
U Dec.
Washington,
charges Gun He Thought Sam bottling upTheCervera.
Albun jerque, X,
In conclusion,
special reference
the count believed that the
Cast.
'
Solomon Jones of
Committeeman
Wasn't Loaded .
Washington, who yesterday
Degrees Lower
The following was the cast of chlr- clothes had much to do with making must be made to the graceful Spanish
the man as well as an ancient family dance performed by Misses Amelia Luna returned to Albuquerque yester- read in the Senate Secretary Ballin-ger'- s
acters :
tree. With his "duds" the noble McFie, Ramona Baca and Nellie Fri- day on the Califorina Limited from
Capt. Surf A fisherman
letter asking for a committee
STOCK PIERCED THE WOMAN'S HEART
LIVE
FEARS
FOR
Alan Mcuora gentleman could have been hitched day, and the two premier dancers, Washington, where he has been for to investigate the Balllnger-Plncho- t
Mexico
on
New
and
Sanford
several
Mary
political
Flossie
with
ot
Canoe
the
famous
Misses
of
Count
Boni
days
the
up
Kittle Clover Capt.
controversy and Representative Humcastigating fame (and who had a Foree, In the wedding dance In which matters, and particularly in connec- phries of Washington, had a long talk
Club and belle of the village....
of the
Mrs. J. F. Curns repertoire of 1000 pairs of trousers). a chorus of bridesmaids participated. tion with the appointment
Snow Has Been Falling Over Tragedy in the Mining Camp of
with President Taft today. As a reFalsettl pardon 1 moan the Right The costuming throughout was very United Slates marshal. Mr. Luna sult of the conference it was said that
Auntie Crab Tarpaulin's sister...,
Southeastern New Mexico
Oro Grande, Orphans Four
went as the advocate ot the claims of on January 4th, Senator Jones an.l
Mrs. J. E. Clark Honorable Count Castinetti Marionet- - effective.
Since Sunday.
Children
T. 8. Hubbell of Albuquerque, for Representative Humphries would inkeeper tl Flageoletti Falsettl looked well in-Lighthouse
Capt. Tarpaulin
a Sir Walter Raleigh cloak of velvet P0I80NED MILK FOR
C. D. Miller.
whose aPliolntnient a strong fight was troduce In the Senate and the House
,
FAMILY.
niousseline-de-soiWHOLE
lined
with
- Koswell, N. M., Dec. 21. The ther- Special to the New Mexican-.'made.
and lots
Bonnie
resolutions calling for a Joint InvestiThe Princess Bonnabellavlta,
mometer touched fourteen below zero
"I am of course ; sorry that Mr, gation of the widest possible scope,
adopted daughter of Tarpaulin and of things and trimmed with ermine.
Alumogordo, N. M., Doc. 16. Mrs.
And
...
his
dress
suit
it
was
the
coldest
Narrow
Admiral
Has
a
this
Union
Stockman
litre early
dream,
James McLaughlin, proprietor of the niece of
Pomposo
morning,
County
Hulibell was not appointed," said Mr. the forestry service to be Included in
on record for three years. There are Sacramento hotel at the mining camp
..Mrs, Emllle Walter Hayee one that proved eventually a nightEscape From Death AuthoriLima yesterday. "While there Is no the resolution along with the Interior
for the safety of livestock ou of Oro Orande, Otero county, was Roy Stirling A follower of Issue mare when Shrimps, "the Indian",
ties Investigating.
fears
'
objection to Mr. Foraker, and while department and land office.
went after his Bcalp. Mr. Haacke had Special to the New Mexican.
the range should the cold weather accidentally killed by her tweife year
Walton, In love with Bonnie .
Taft and Santa Claua.
in view of the sharp contest made for
' continue.
No serious losses have old son who was playing with a
"Billy" Hoyden at all times the oily voice of the forClayton, N. M., Doc. 17. What ap- the
position his reappointment may be
Washington, Dec. 22. When little
been reported up to date. Snow has twenty-lwcaliber rifle he thought Shrimps Village Jack of all trades. eigner pleading with a woman (and pears to be an attempt to poison the looked
settle Henry Gordon McMoran, the
tiiHin as a satisfactory
been falling from Clovls south and wasn't loaded.
In love with Kitty. .. .Frank Owen her fortune) and his moustache had entire household of J. Ii Miera, a
The accident oajr-th- e
Mr. Hubbell had
McWil-Flageo-lett- l the fierce upward cut of Kaiser
grandson of Representative
cold throughout this section ot red in the dining room and the
stockman at Barney, Union ment ot tlie matter,
ount Castinetti Marionettt
the endorsement of a major- Moran of Michigan, was introduced to
New Mexico has been severe. an was shot through the heart. She
today. Mr. received
Falsettl, An Italian nobleman helm. All this made a hit with Kittle county, was reported
at first when she met him but as for Miera came home last evening and ity of (he leaders of the Republican President Taft, during the congreswas forty-fiv- e
bethrothed to Bonnie In infancy
Blizzard at Tucson,
yearB old and leaves
she preferred the knight In made himself coffee. He poured the organization and wo should have liked sional calling hour at the White
H. R. Haacke Bonnie
Hor husband is at
El Paso, Tex., Dec, 21. A heavy four children.
Mr. Foraker,
clothes.
milk that was standing In the pantry to see him appointed.
the
Of
plain
House, he bluntly told the chief exeAdmlrnl
Spanish
new
town
the
Pomposo
recently
.snow fell again in the Gila valley, Monterey
received the backing of the cutive that he had
however,
Koch
hiB cup and drank It. A few minInto
Qus
ont
near
laid
Otero
begun to doubt the
Mr,
The
Navy
Tulafosa,
county.
Sterling
Stirling.
v,0,ii,,i ,n Tnnmv, ihii,
In
In
Ohio
entire
Congress,
delegation
e fro" Atomogor- - SaWadotf
As Roy Stirling
Bodyguard to Pomposo
authenticity of "all this Santa Claua
Hayilen utes afterwards he became violently
Billy"
I'1' C0"M' h"
( he worst sleet storm that ever' struck
hie
claims
and
Senator
Dick,
Frank Keefe
bulsenss." At the suggestion of his
uo lu urouiBuue 10 nma au inquest.
made good. Ho was one of the lead-lu- 111. A physician was called and with cluding
u
hr Tv i
life. were so vigorously urged that I Baw parents he had decided to leave the
Donna Pomposo Wire of Admiral
tenors and although suffering great difficulty saved Miera's
Floresvllle south towards the coast.
soon
that
Washington
Mrs.
E.
after
Clark
J.
reaching
with a cold munaged to alng over it. Suspicion of the
being
matter to President Taft for settlephysician
Pomposo
The thermometer has been below MORE ROAD WORKERS
probably be appointed. ment.
Stirling looked like a sterling fellow aroused he gave some of the milk ho would
FOR PENITENTIARY, Lieut. Fuzee A Spanish officer. .
freezing at El Paso since last Friday
Jacob Safford and his khaki suit and substantial to two cats. Both drank but a little Friends of K. C. Burke of Santa Fe
Tho President was taken aback for
Canoeists, Fishermen, Soldiers, Vil puttees around his shins were worth and then keeled over In convulsions had been making a Btrong fight for a few minutes, but looking down on
H. M. Denny Brings In Cot,-New Mexico Is covered with snow. Sheriff
Con
It. was evident his
his
Maidens
time.
in
brother,
short
seven
Peasants,
coats
trimmed
ermine
several
appointment,
Sailors,
dying
lagers,
vlcti in Time for Christmas
the little fellow and patting him on
Many cattle are dying.
Spanish danseuses, Students, Brides- days In the week, when there was real thut a stranger had Invaded the House gressman Hurke, eveu enlisting the the head, said:
Dinner.
Below Zero at Albuquerque.
maids, etc.
skirmishing at hnnd. Mr.
Hay den during the day and had poisoned the nid of Secretary Knox In the cause,
Well, young man, If yon write a
Chorus.
sang well and occasionally caused milk with some virulent poison. A Tin hacking Mr. Foraker received
.Says the Albuouerque Tribune-Citize8herlff H. M. Denney of AInmogorH. amusement by emulating the example chemical analysis will be made to de- - from Ohio, however, was sufficient to letter to Santa Clans and on ChristC. L. Bowles,
R. V. Boyle,
of last evening: "Old Man Burcas, do 01vn
tfitlwv
lmli.ed
pmintv
thp
mas morning find he has brought you
Mr. lund him in the position.
who has been visiting Albuquerque foowIllK )r,BOne
,
,,, territorial Franklin, C. Pierce, M. Otero. E. Saf- , of some high B flat singers hv lean-- termiue the nature of the poison.
I.
J. Ixiom-Is- ing forward on one foot when about Miera does not suspect any one ofjstatehood More Than Ever an As- - all that you asked for, Isn't that
J.
intermittently for several days, decld 1)(;I,tentlH1.y.
Daniel 'Gonzales, fill ford,R. Safford, Grimshaw,
nough to show that he not only ex
Ciichtr n, F. McBride, A. J. to grub for the top rung of the rnusl-- tue deed (is he knows or no enemies
sured Fact.
to spend Sunday here: He arrived
yean ,nt ,mmior. Eatbln Italdor- As Caplaln T.wiwiiilln, j who would commit so dastardly an
ever convinced ists, hut is a mighty fine little fel
"I nm mure than
Saturday night and has not yet (le- - llmai 10 yolll.H (m, murdcr. Antonio Teare. A. Elliot, Josephine Grimshaw, ea.1 ladder.
Flo the light house keeper, C. D. Miller, net.
The Union county authorities that we will get a statehood bill low?"
parted. He blew his chilly breath villilios mid Francisco Munoz, from Ritchie Sellginun, May Spitz,
The boy finnlly admitted that that
Uuinona Baca, was n whole souled fellow with a rich are Investigating.
through Congress at this session,"
against the thermometers about towu 2 to 4 yearB for horse stealing; Henry Moore, Mary Force,
Harmellow voice. His first, note attractAnita Hnca, Nellie Fal.lay, Nellie
said Mr. Luna. "Such opposition as certainly would be a point in favor of
.ana tnose instruments
immediately uBi one year for assault; David Cal'
ADMITS
BRITAIN
GREAT
Flossie Sanford, ed attention and he was given apthere Is Is fading away and I believe Simla Clans and he agreed to reserve
ducked, the mercury Inside of them dron, one year for larceny; Clion (Jul- - rison, Lucy (iryglfi.
RED CROSS STAMPS.
Susan Weltmer, Amelia McFie, Jeay plause again and again. As thernp-tuln'- s
the bill will pass with practically no his Judgment until Christmas morami
les, one year for Impersonating
going down below zero.
Griffin,
a
'
was
Stella
Mrs.
J.
E,
Sloan,
Clark
Dorothy
Shewell,
ine.
sister.
opposition.
officer; VV. H. Lewis, eighteen months Ruth
Bitter Cold at Laguna.
Julia Jaffa, Maud Han- dignified, sweet voiced lady who had Thus Far Had Refused to Carry in
Green,
Postoffice Claims Allowed,
the President's firm belief
was
"It
sent
for
Two
were
M
21.
is
N.
forgery.
prisoners
Dec.
Laguna
Laguna,
Mails Letters or Parcels
It. Crichton, L. K. Che- positive Ideas on Hie dangers of fallIts
Mrs.
cock,
Hint wo lire to be required to vole on
Washington, Dec, 22. Postmaster
suffering from hitter cold weather, to the reform school nt Springer; shire.
It Attached.
which she expoundmid
love
Into
Having
ing
11 constitution
within the next six or (leiieral Hitchcock has just submitthe lowest temperature being nine--1 John Hollls and John Smith,
ed in several delightful arias.
Mrs,
Staff,
Chicago, Dec. 21. The ban has
months that prompted him to ted a report to Congress of the acDeputy Sheriffs T. A. Hnxby, S. It.
teen and a hull degrees below zero
taken off the lied Cross Chrlslinns eight
Mrs. U. L. Baca, Stago' Manager; Clark showed a musical understandt
lie
appointment of a law tion taken upon claims presented by
with a maximum temperature for the Nlnimo and J. L. Hill assisted
on insist upon
Alan McCord, Assistant
Manager; ing that was delightful.
stamp lay the posiui auinoriues
to the governorsmp nun resuiieii postmasters tinting lite past year for
hours of twelve degrees Iff Denney In bringing the prisoners Mrs. V. li. Bean, Musical Director.
yer
and
letters
hercntter
ircat
Britain
Hoi for the Admiral!
ou account
in thai appointment of Chief Justice credit or reinibni-semenabove the cipher, It has been extreme-- ; to Santa le,
Twin Stars.
.
Hut one of the greatest lilts of the heailug the "little bullets" In the warof losses resulting from burglary, fire,
Mills.
ly cold for several dnys.
It Is no exaggeration to say that evening was Admiral Pomposo. of the fare against consumption, will he ad"I have seen editorials In the Morn-Inf- f Hood and in transit ot the malls.
JURY IN NIGHT RIDER
every pieuiher of tile cast, did credit- Spanish tan vy. Mr. (ins Koch was this mitted to England and Ireland
Journal criticizing what Is termed
NEW SOURCE OF REVENUE
CASES FAILS TO AGREE. able work at last night's performance.
According to the report thirteen
Individual whose lungs
they carry the proper amount
pompous
on nay part and cases have been settled for New MexFOR CITY OF PUEBLO.
Union City, Tenn,, Dec. 21. The
If there were "twin stellar uUruc. must have had a ten or twelve Inch of postage stamps. Hmulreils of let- dictatorial action
or5
Puoliln, Colo,, Dec. 22. Fines of
jury In the nlt'lit rider enses reported liens" In the lyric soprano llrnianent, expansion according to tho number ters bearing Christmas stamps and failure to consult members of the - ico and Arizona postmasters. These
were assessed In police court to today Hint Ihey were unable to ngree Mrs. lOnillio Wnllor Huyes 11s Bonnie 'of medals his
directed to England or Ireland which ganization In the choice of a gov- claims are as follows, showing cause
day, mostly for selling liquor on Sun- on a verdict and they wore discharge and Mrs. J. F. Curns as.Klltlo Clover Salvador, was able to suspend on tho have been held here were forwarded
iContluued on Page Eight..
(Continued on Page Eight.)
shone to tho great delight of tho chest - works, The admiral wac tho lust night.
ed.
day.
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stood by Its bargain. In the light of
the grief that has oome to the Santa
Fe from the legislatures at Topeka, at
Austin and at Guthrie, and the favors
that have been bestowed upon It by
legislatures at Santa Fe, this old
should have as much coming to
It as Topeka, even if one forgets the
irrlevoiis Injustice perpetrated upon It
by the builders of the road after their
representative had packed the rail- road aid bonds In his grip, scooted
out of town on the first train, and
thereafter forgot all about the promises and pledges mnde before the
bonds were voted.

THE RISE OF

MAJOR
WOOD.

NEW

GENERAL

As the New Mexican said editor- ,
lally on the day that It was anuounc-ed that Major General Wood would De ,
chief of stall to succeed Major Gen- eral Dell, New Mexico Is much Inter- ested in the rise of Hie Kongo. Kiuer
leader who has scattered military tra- dltlous to the wind, has cut red tape
and has risen to the highest position
in the army In comparatively few
yean. New .Mexico cowim u
Wood as one of lie own and has been
a partisan of his whenever efforts
were made to discount his achievements. But not only New Mexico,
but the entire country Is giving him
Its congratulations nnci u.e
from the Kansas City Star Is a fair
sample of the editorial comment that
VOlCeS Ilie opinion Ul uio Jiiroo
presumably the people throughout the
"a,lon;
"The announcement by Secretary
Dickinson that Major General Leon- aid Wood will be the next chief of
stuff of the army, on llie expiration
of General J. Franklin Mens term
next spring, means that the remark-- 1
able career of this officer is to be
crowned by the highest rank. And It
s probable that even among those of-- ,
fleers and men of the army who have
resented some of the former promo- -'
t(ons ot General Wood there will be
over the nn- nMe dissatisfaction
cement of this Una! step in his

MEXICO
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Under this , heading, the Ottnwa,
Xow York, Dispatch, quotes Leslies
Weekly and says:
Mexico
(j0Vernor Carry" of New
marshals convincing facts and nrgu-tow.,,.. t0 pr0ve thut his territory
should have statehood. In an article
)n jt,Bi.e'a Weekly he asserts that the
eaatet 0 the failure of the Btate- thus far have been
j100(1 nlovemeI1t
I(UKely political, while the American
public, until recently, has not been
aware of the great industrial possibilities and marvelous natural resources
of 'this empire of the Bouthwest.'
"New Mexico has a population of
450,000 more than that of any other
the states at the time of admission,
Oklahoma, and more than
nt B(ute8
terFully 200,000 have come Into the
ritory from the states east and north
during the past ten years. These people enjoyed tho full rights of citizenshin In their home states, so that
tl)elr n(nesg (or statehood In New
jiexc0 should not be questioned,
"The present taxable wealth of the
territory Is more than sufficient to
maintain a state government without
burdening the taxpayers. The permanent resources, mineral wealth, soils
and forests, are almost boundless and
Humboldt
untouched.
practically
years ago prophesied that New Mex-
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VOTING,

THE

BLACKMAILER ABROAD.

IN

PRAISE

OP JUDGE POPE.

lo Congress W, H. Andrews, Pres- for bis wisdom, but he never disident Tuft must have been convinced played 'Sulomon's Choice' more sigthat the distorted reports which have nally than when he declined to enter
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
reached him through various sources the race for governor of the Territory
Editor and Prealdent.
as to political and social conditions of New Moxlco. The Judge was quick
FRANK P. 8TURQES,
In New Mexico are not worthy ol to realize that the glories ot the govcredence.
Unfortunately, upon Bee- ernorship of the Territory are tranretiirv of the Interior Balllnger, up sient, nnd nttended with numerous
on Senator Beveridge and upon others heartnehoa and almost certain 'shelvJOHN K. STAUFFER,
In high places In Washington, muck-raker- s ing' at the end. On the other hand,
r.
Seoretary-Treasurewho told only half the truth a judgeship, and In all probability a
AS YE CULTIVATE SO THE HAR- or distorted the truth, have made an chief Judgeship, is enduring and
BE.
VEST
SHALL
Mat
Second
Claaa
tar at
marad at
Impression and some men have taken
Judge Pope chose well
Ik Santa
Professor Campbell, the father of
PoatotfJaa,
the untenable position that human and wisely In this case and now It he
scientific farming, will Boon visit New
Mexico
nature is different in New
Is content to remain In this judicial
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Mexico to make public
addresses.
than It Is elsewhere; that as soon as district, where ho is well known and
ally, par waak. by carrier
it These will add much to the Interest
an
or
Ohloan,
a Pennsylvanlnii, an
appreciated, a successful future la as0117. per month, by carrier.... l.oo which Is felt in the subject, although
steps Into New Mexico he be sured him. Judge Pope and the Pe76 Professor
Dally, par month, by Bull
Campbell already reaches
is
It
a
forgot
comes
rogue.
political
cos valley are 'soul affinities.' "
Dally, three months, by mall..., 1.06 manv thousands In the Southwest
ten that while Oklahoma, for In
4.00 through his publications.
The Democratic Roswell Daily RecOally. all month, by nail
What he
stance, has one bnnk failure after an ord
7.60 has accomplished in arousing public
Dally, ona year, by mall
says of him:
has had no failure
Mexico
New
other,
"The Record desires to commend
26 Interest is Indicated by the news that
Weakly, par month,
or territorial bank tor
national
a
ot
the action of Judge Pope In commit.. .76 the Santa Fe system has engaged
Weekly, par quarter
many years; that while there are ting to jail a saloon keeper previous
1.00 Professor J. D. Tlnsley who has re- Weekly, all month
other
In
strikes, riots and lynchlngs
of the saloon
t.00 signed his position as soil physicist
ekly, par year
haa ly convicted of violation
Mexico
Now
rnniinnnwealths.
Tha Weekly New llexlnaa Review with the New Mexico College of Agri- laws, fur alleged repetitions of his ofkind
that
of
trouble
from
free
been
fense. Such actions not only tend ta
tha oldest newspaper 1b New Max- - culture and Mechanic Arts, in order
for over a decade; that while defalthe youth of the city, but alaa. It la sent to arery poitofflce la to undertake the work, to preach the
officials are report- protect
of
cations
public
so
the majesty of the law.
uphold
(he Territory nd haa a large and gospel of scientific farming in this
ed all around, not a Blugle territorial Judge Pope's action will be generalgrowing elreulatlOB among tha Intel-Sca- Territory so tnat millions of acres
found
offlciul has been
or
county
and progressive people at the
ly commended."
Z?!? FL
guilty ot defalcation for many years.
Soathwaet.
an"ment'
New Mexico's credit stands high in A LIBERAL CONSERVATION POLamounts
the
wealth
actual
of
territory
Campbell in a recent address spoke
ne"1 to an average of about $700 per cap- flnanclnl markets; It pays its bills
anite1 "iat
is "w
ICY.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1909. especially to the farmers ot New V"Mi nas made go01' Hl"
promptly; It has a handsome surplus
,rlSf h"a Ha. and the territorial debt to less
Mexico when he said:
The
all
according to a disIn
Northwest,
and
territorial
treasury
its
in
t0
measure
luck'He than $3 per capita. The assessed valbeen due ,D "0me
ad- patch from
is determined
mistakes
is
still
Spokane,
it
when
Ub
treasuries;
of
county
mee"
madeU
wag a captain assistant surgeon
Ie88 tha t
GOi000i000,
Conservation policy of the
.nd hop"efu. work r are
vancing In every direction, and yet, to fight the
he wa? calle,d
Vama"nf 'he BCtURl
ent
Pef
,y
uenartment
now
as
in
J
tag with disappointment
some people profess to believe that federal government as It relates toThe terrl,ory has a com"uIsory edl,ca- Zm
the past, only because they don't ,arr
JUSTICE TO SANTA FE.
rouimouwealth is rotten to the; the federal authorities retaining coathp
"trickM
ho.
tion law, a splendid system of public
11st-l- f
Is honeycombed with fraud, as trol of water power sites and the
Last week at Topeka, Kan., the know how. There are regions In the Pia- - General Alger was
core,
business men tendered a banquet and Southwest where as the results of maile nim R colonel at tne outbre!tK 01 schoo8i nlversltles. a normaI schools,
such conditions and prosperity and jns 0f coai properties at market
school of mines,
a military Institute,
the drouth hundreds of families have
financial integrity could go hand In price. Even Secretary of tne interior
war. Co one
presented a loving cup to President moved
Spanish-AmericacoIlegeg and academies maintained by
away; but In that same region ,he
E. P. Ripley of the Santa Fe system.
hand.
Balllnger is no longer followed by
colonel
'""'tenant
hls
,or
Wn
fhose
continues:
Around the banquet board were gath- there are farms on which good crops Theodore Roosevelt, then ass s ant cnurchea. Governor Curry
this crowd which believes in the pribeen secured. Failure and sue
up
..gomtatMia hw bee
vate exploitation of public resources.
OF INDUSTRIAL
ered a number of high Santa Fe of- have
THE NEED
His services
of the navy.
secretary
therecess
I
lie
side
side.
would
by
tf
TRAINING.
It Is a large question that will bothficials, some of them veterans In the fore warn
and Purad for
against assuming that it In the war earned
of mjm
service, who recalled the early days Is
In Cincinnati, Ohio, It costs $400 to er New Mexico sooner or later. The
him promotion to the rank of briga- Men
must
learn
learn
and
easy.
to believe
cuUva((m al)out 3.
of the great railroad. It was a de- well hofnrA
enuii) a class of 24 in the public New Mexican Is Inclined
ihev rnn ancofd . nid dler general of volunteers.
000,000 acres, and about 600,000 acres
served tribute to President Ripley, half hearted Investleatlon and annllschools with all the necessary tools, that private capital should be given
"As military governor of Cuba and
who in those early days referred to cation of all branches
honches etc.. for manual training. A not only every opportunity and every
of study and as commander of the Philippines di- nat,BOl000,noO. Our public domain
was not a Santa Fe employe or official research has
big, progressive city like Cincinnati, inducement to make available the
sure vision General Wood made a good
brought
always
water
the
and
.3.000,ono acres,
and therefore, presumably, not so well failure. Some who have tried very record, and President Roosevelt stood
of course, does such things well, but ural resources of the commonwealth,
the
a
'0
even $100 Is not a prohibitive sum but that It should not be permitted to
acquainted with the inside history of hard to get results In scientific soil by him firmly.
However, the only
t
area
tnr n cltv like Santa Fe. Dean Her tie up these resources and to grab
those struggles way back in the sev- culture have failed because they have promotion he owed to his old lieu- - P
The
man Schneider of Cincinnati, Bays ofithem for future
speculation.
eterprl ae , I
enties and even the early eighties, kept their thoughts riveted on cer- - tenant colonel was that to the rank ot leaf for
the manual training problem:
man .0 has the capital and shows
when the Santa Fe began extending
f .? bu"1
mechanical processes and have major general
..
. ,
pub ic and
.,
territory by
across New Mexico. In the course
"The problem of education, viewed the willingness to develop certain
dollars.
'S n0t8
"GenCTal
rvotdCODUeerreR
of millions of
of his address, President Ripley said:
from the points of Industrial progress coai fields should be permitted to file
founTatloIn
Tne E,le"ha"t B""e danbUl,t
"The Santa Fe does not want fav- neveCr'TaB
nnd the stability of the state, is the on an the lands he will develop
ieii over
or some of
.
.... .
in the southern
ors. It wants nothing but justice. We
of the mass for efficiency in cessfully within a Elven time; the
of
part f the terrl,T' " Under aCt"aI
have given Kansas and Topeka a rail- Others, for instance, have fallen short
In
industrial and civic service. The nmn w,0 wm build power plants
hl9,
the
h
when fln8hed wlll
Is as big as the United j out deiay should be permitted to file
COI18tructlon,
road that they are not ashamed of. because they have not watched the
Perlor be the
We feel that we Bhould be accorded condition of the soil just beneath the troplcs and an exhlbiUon 0
largest storage reservoir In the
States, because of the Interdepend-- on a) tn0 power sites he can suo
and
the
,x1cept!"al,
ence of Industrial effort, and because ceagfully deTe.0p immediately;
world; It will reclaim about 200,000
justice from the state of Kansas andimulch. So long as the top of the n"litary
- acres of land.
must be man wn0 ha the resources to build a
ultimately all ejucatlon
other Btates. I hope that when the compact soil Is moist the conditions lu,,v"
com-- .
to
the
of
like
that
promotion
framed to strengthen the stability
,A
smoke of battle clears away and the are all right, but dryness of this top
system, should be
iorBe irrigation
,culUlre la be speclfled aa
of the department of the
the nation, in otner wuiub, mo """"laiven all the water available lor his
esource
New Mex,c0 and
people view the economic questions indicates that trouble is near at hand mandershlpmeet w it h
a!
the
instruct
to
east
will
approval.
gener
bo
is
end of education
nurnose. all subject to the law of
more clearly things will go on for the and.the cultivator should be applied,
offl- individual that all individuals as civic prior use, of course, and to a time limIt is in these apparently little but all I" "P"" of the fact that there are
better.
There are oycr B .
ex- - wlth producer
best
the
to
and.
make
of
cers
longer
age
combine
greater
will
success
matters
units
that
lies,
0
our ageg whlch
"That we have always received Jus- Important
itation in which to make good. For
"erv-- ,
possible state.
tice is needless to say. But I think and It is when these many seemingly perlence who have given as good
the government to refuse this privi$3,500,000 worth of
produeed
"In the United States there are ov- lege to capital and enterprise, would
that the skies are clearing. We are little things are well understood that ice with less opportunity. .
wol d 000 000 muttons. We have
the
the
General
our
in
all
of
that
average
children
public
general
a
u
s
yield
on
er 18.000,000
now borrowing money
the strength
wholly probable
be playing a dog in the manger policy
about ij0oo,00(t cattle, valued at
will be doubled in good years w. W. Wltherspoon, now head of the 000 0oo;' about 200,000 goats and 600,-an- d
schools; over 17,000,000 of them drop and would retard the development of
of the people according us just treatthem
to,
such
when
as
have
law
been
would
noo'
the
out
permits
when
war
years
drouthy
college,
army
ment in the future.
tha commonwealth and the nation for
horseg and mule8. From this It
have prevailed in the southwest and made chief of staff to succeed General ,g
and they go Into agricultural, com- many years.
that lp stock ,ndustry alone
,aln
"I have here some statistics which may again
occur in any part of the Bell, but for the fact that he has serv-- ,
,
mercial, and Industrial life. In the
t
population and
semi-arimay prove of Interest,
will . rollr yparg on the general staff and
country the results
, ,ha
, n.Ua m,
industrial centers' they go Into the
The New Mexican has been priv"The employes of the Atchison, rtase to discourage or terrify the set- factories and stores but up to the ileged to leaf over one of the more imfrom
disbarred
accepting
theref0r,
in
touched
'
terrtory uiougn scarcely
not
"
have
Topeka 4 Santa F3 Railway Company tiers. Therefore I commend to
time of leaving school they
portant publications of the present
the way of development, produce $7.- .L a new appointment to It.
in Topeka In the general offices num- .hi. mnttn. a. v
received one iota of Industrial train- year of the School of American ArchThe annual coal
000,000 annually.
The
name.
ber 1,500, while those In the shops, the harvest be.
of
the
Is
worthy
ing that
aeology in this city and was greatly
'
production amounts to about $3,000,-00purchasing department", station, etc.,
"The man who undertakes farming
size of the problem may perhaps be impressed with Its scientific as well as
while our coal fields cover 1,000,-00- 0
Is
stated
it
if
The New Mexican learns that the
more
aggregate 2,950, making a total ot in regions where rainfall is scanty
clearly
understood
its advertising value. This particular
acres. Gold, sliver, copper, line,
4,000; the total par roll for a single should remember that the dry years statehood bill introduced in both
In this way: if these 18,000,000 child- volume has
magnificent pictures of the
....
wltt
across the counhmi... ot tha hotrlnnlnff nf the RPBfllon turquoise, cement, lead, lime, clay.
month Is (245,000; the number of pay nt th
fk
stretched
were
ren
and other parts
In
one linear Rito de los Fripoles
checks issued In the treasury depart- has not changed. He should study dry Is not the act that will be passed; i"n and other minerals are mined
In
line,
a
giving
DRY
straight
FARMING.
BOOK
ON
try
TEXT
of the Pnjarlto Plateau. The text Is
each child, the line
ment at Topeka each month num- farming closely, and bear in mind that with a few minor alterations it is
to
of
foot
space
of
text
books
and
Excellent
pamphlets
end of by Dr. Edgar L, Hewitt, director
that he will need more land for dry the same bill that was passed In the '"We have 3,000 miles of railroad, on
ber 35,000."
have been written by would reach from the upperCalifornia. the school, and it is therefore scienfarming
dry
is
climate
Our
end
of
valued
at $100,000,000.
When President Ripley speaks of farming than for agriculture in the House and defeated in the Senate at
Professor Campbell and no farmer In Maine to the lower
accurate. The result of this
more humid regions.
through the tifically
He should ex- - the close ot the last session; that a world renowed."
New Mexico should be without one. That portion which goes
justice some ot the old timers should
work of the school in the field
year's
the
across
reach
would
to
schools
the
beat
climate and outgen- Kvv bill has been drafted and will be
"That President Taft was impressed The experiment station of the New high
tell him that the Santa Fe system has pect
'
rest of the will be embodied in about ten or
not done this old city justice. It is eral it, and not to change it. If he substituted for the bill now pending - with the marvelous growth and devel- - Mexico College of Agricultural and state of California. theThe
border twelve such publications which will
eastern
to
Maine
a
into
folthe
business
from
goes
with
line
on
recent
main
in
will
his
jiuch
the
an that this bill
Upment of the territory
Mechanic Arts hag also prepared
true, that of late, the system Is adverbe distributed the world over among
commerInto
drawn
Is
uses
California
and
his
all
head
of
measure
determination,
1( w
of
the old
,he outlines
trip through the region was evident number of bulletins that can be had
in
tising the city as It never did before; the time from the
life scientists and people Interested
and
agricultural
to
7
he
anindustrial,
cial,
begins
day
In
sections
6,
his
from his recommendation
except for changes in
that It has built here a beautiful little look
for the asking and should be read dill at about the
of 15 years, with no Archaeology and will result In a great
location
a
has
he
for
until
age
got
on
to
committee
admitted
be
nual message that it
depot; that it Is giving local business into the swing of the dr farming and 12. Neither the
to Increase of the visitors who will come
gently by every one interested in the
to
territorles nor Congress will alter the statehood with Arizona. Undoubtedly subject, but especially by the home Industrial training priorno going
men good service and has stationed
schooling to Santa Fe from now on to view the
there is no reason why he
and practically
work
.
.,....
routjne,
to
caultal
to
the
wil
ereatlv
add
the
.mtehood
remaining
here courteous employes, but If jus- should not do well. But if he relies
steaders who are attempting to raise thereafter.
This proportion holds In cliff dwellings and other historic and
,
unt l915, The New growth of the territory and, as Govat ganta F(J
tice were done, then this city which on the
crops without irrigation in New Mex any Industrial town or city,
prehistoric remains. One of the monorather
plow as a
t
be.
Inestimable
and
an
'be
McxlcBn
ha
ernor
tn,g
Btraght
Curry says,
gave the system its famous name than on the harrow as a
is by
ico. The Board of Governors of the
graphs ready for the printer
to "get together,
boon' to all of Its Interests."
Fe
Santa
hooves
would have those 4,000 employes ot er, he
Prof. A. F. Bandeller, five of them by
Dry Farming Congress has decided
may look to leave the ntw farm and be
TAXES.
to thwart any at-DELINQUENT
which Mr. Ripley boasted at Topeka;
farmprepared
that a practical handbook of dry
Dr. Edgar L. Hewitt and the otherB
feeling as did the former tenant of
It would have that monthly railroad a western pioneer shack, who left for tempt to remove the capital. Those THE NEED OF A TOURIST HOTEL. ing should be prepared and published
The personnel of the territorial tax by attaches ot the school now housed
In
Mexican
takes
The
New
Terri
of
remember
the
the
of
dolfights
a
pleasure
a
roll
who
million
such
that
In
Is
quarter
pay
the prepara- commission
In the Old Palace.
the next comer a sign reading: 'For
as soon as possible.
lars, for it was understood that when ty miles to a railroad. Twenty miles that had to be made to retain the ter- - .reproducing the following editorial In tion of thlB book, the secretary will tory mav look forward to an Impartial
rllol'lal caPltnl unt" ConKress forbid, tho Albuquerque Morning Journal on secure the collaboration ot eminent and thorough report on the questions
Santa Fe county bonded Itself to the to " Dostofflce
The position that the singing of
l Its removal as long as New Mexico! the hotel situation In Santa Fe, for masters of the various branches of of assessments and taxes in New Mex Christmas
extent ot Its financial ability to help
carols in the public schools
correct:
, II...
remained a territory, will regret this, every word of it is
i. m
the Santa Fe railway build Into the the
agricultural Bdence, so that each sub- Ico. There Is no doubt that there are is sectarian Is as untenable as would
all
conceded
"It
is
by practically
meaa tne raising of a large
com be the charge of a Socialist or aa
territorial capital, that It would be wife's folks. God bless out home!'"
ject wlll be presented by an accepted inequalities, there are In every
sum of money every two years where- - those that have an actual acquaint
of
assessthe headquarters for the system,
Anarchist that the observance
authority In that particular phase of monwealth when It comes to
condl-movnce
with
the
climatic
reexisting
or of the
would have the offices, would have the
.with to fight tho selfish capital
husbandry. The proposed book will ments, but the New Mexican believes Washington's birthday
COMMISSIONING
TOWNS.
sections
various
the
of
lne
reg-:tiowere
schemes that
sprung
shops, would have all the good things
be Illustrated with maps,
drawings also that those Inequalities have been Fourth of July is political and parThe commission form of govern- -a -,
,,-- . country, that except In the one mat- that the Santa Fe has since given to ment Is not an
of photo- magnified and exaggerated. It is less tisan. In the advanced grades heath' ..ii,i.0i ,, roftini,
trend in
.ter of balhine facilities. Santa Fe has and halft6ne reproductions
,
ephemeral
Topeka, to Albuquerque, to Clovis, to public affairs but it
a matter of Inequalities,, than of a en mythology and the ancient classics
'h m1..h the natural advantages to make It the graphs. It Is the purpose of the gov,
apparently haB
,
.' '
make
San Bernardino, to Chicago. But what come to
book
as
to
make
low assessment rate, that makes the are studied but that does not
this
ernors
complete
A recent law publlca- - ,
.
,
stay,
,)n .Ideal summer resort of the American
schools heathen.
Memorizing
has been Santa Fe's actual reward? Hon says: "The commission form
book on dry farming can be assessment returns for New Mexico the
' ." v.
text
a
as
In
a
this
it
and
has
to from Longfellow or Whlttler or TenFor tho past quarter of a century or of government has also become very be able to remove the capital from continent,
'natural resource' ai yet undeveloped made with the data now obtainable. only $00,000,000 when they ought
more Santa Fe county has suffered popular in Kansas, and the
this historic city, but the price of !of Inestimable
Work on the preparalion of this vol- exceed a hundred million dollars. nyson of necessity involves touching
can
which
and
prospects
value,
of religion, philosofrom the grievous financial burden It are that Kansas will be
vlctor - 13 vigilance, union, public
made to return millions annually. ume will be atnrted at once and It is However, there Is no denying that upon orprinciples
thoroughly
- jbe
morals. When the law procolphy
assumed for the sake of the Santa Fe commissioned
spirltcdness and living down the unin another year."
"The first important step In the di- expected that It will be issued early there is great Inequality in tax
vides that Bchools nhall not be sec
system; has been sidetracked on a
In some instances, cities adopt a clean repuiaiiun which uio cu
lections; that large property owners tarian or
rection of utilizing this great natural during the coming summer.
some of its
partisan, It does not meaa
been
branch line; has had to beg for a litby
unjustly
especof
given
and
are delinquent year after year,
Recognizing the importance
advantage, would be the building of
compromise between the commission
morals, political economy,
that
ethics,
tle depot, for a decent car on the and the present forms, as Saint Jos- - own citizens who in the praise-worthand
Santa
like
Fe,
ageducation
In
for
counties'
a good hotel. Not. one that would be urgent need
along
ially
branch line; had to be grateful for the eph, Missouri, has done. Some of the effort t0 suppress graft have shout-leadin- merely passably good, but one that ricultural lines in the public schools, are not penalized, tn fact, may be re- civil government, literature, singing
allied
and
subjects must be tabooed,
few crumbs that fell to it, while If
features of the Saint Joseph ea 80 lon and persistently that - the would be In all respects first class and the board of governors authorized an warded eventually
by permitting that legal
holidnys shall not be obrailroad corporations were as con- charter are:
entire city and county are graft-rldun to dajte such r house as would Immediate campaign of publicity In them to settle by paying only a per
is a legal holi
scientious at the average business
the outside has taken them 'attract those persons who want the behalf of the Introduction of text cent of the taxes levied against them. served, and Christmas
It abolishes the old council com- den that
day, but that narrowness nnd bigotry
man is expected to be, President
word and Santa Fe's name Is ,))e8t there Is, and are able to pay for books on
at
their
who
pays
the
schools
owner,
small
in
The
property
farming
public
and
posed of ward representatives,
are to be banished. To object to the
Ripley would have made that Topeka establishes a council of five mem- none to conjure with at present on jt guch an establishment would ben-th- up to and including the tenth grade. bis taxes promptly, is thus punished
of a Christmas carol or of the
account. After all, the enabling eflt the entire
evad- singing
speech at Santa Fe.
at
the
hand
to
which
his
In
be
carried
Incited
will
Territory,
by
the
is
nnd
try
campaign,
elected
at
bers,
in the public
large.
It Is too late to mend the Injustice
could not bind the new state as money It would bring here for olher on until the purpose of the Dry Farm- ing the payment of taxes also. In Hebrew "Hallelujah"
act
and
schools at this Is narrowness
Inflicted by predecessors of Mr. Ripley ' Increases the power of the mayor, to capital, even If the enabling act put purposes than hotel bills, and by the
ing Congress hag been achieved and some counties, like Dona Ana, the dis- bigotry.
and places the burden of responsioff the date from 1915 to 1935. It is a valuable advertising it would give ub
Indiand his fellow officials. As the New
Is
in
brings
trict
promptly
taught
agriculture
practical
attorney
the
service
for
directly
public
Mexican has repeatedly said, the bility
power reserved to every stale to fix by making our advantages and attrac every school In the land, emphasiB vidual suit against every delinquent
It is to be hoped that the report
itu own eaiiltal site, no matter what tions known to wealthy people In oth- wlll be
Santa Fe is of late doing well by this upon him.
placed upon the necessity of tax payer and as a result has added that there is opposition to the con
Makes the mayor the executive ConKreBg desires or legislates on that er
of
Inthe
country."
city. But it could help to atone still
text-bookown
to
his
parts
s
to the condi- not only handsomely
adapting the
firmation of S. B. Grlmshaw to be
more for the injustice done this city head of the city, and limits the coun point.
tions in the various BecLlons of the come but has practically, cleared the postmaster at Santa Fe, is unfound-- ,
a quarter of a century and more ago. cil entirely to legislative duiies
The New Mexican is very much country. It wlll be recommended thnt
Another provision of the new bill is
Dona
made
delinquent tax list and
ed.
Mr. Grimshaw has the support
the granting of franchises
It could give substantial aid to the to Limits
thnt it will do away with an election pleased to learn that both the Elks those books which are used In the far Ana county one of the most, prosper
twenty-five-yea- r
and confidence of the business comtermB.
fur lerrtinrtiil. ptl1ntlvu mid count v nnd the Woman's Board of Trade will eastern Btateg Should cover general ous financially in the Territory.6 Here
building of the much needed Hotel
munity and Ib giving the public good
Provides for the referendum
DeVargas. It could direct tourist
offices next fall. These officers will look after the mor and needy over the agriculture, with enough about dry Is a hint to other district attorneys. service. But even It the appointment
travel to this ancient, Interesting city trancnises on pennon or it per cent h()(, ovpr unt, sta(t offl(,er9 are elect- - Christmas holidays These are two farming to give the pupil a correct
suit
to
effective
more
Is
It
bring
Is held up temporarily thc,ro can lie
as It directs it to I.os Angeles and or tne voters; niso provioes tor ine
This Is well, for tho vote on the excellent channels
through which idea of the phase of the subject, while against the delinquent Individually no doubt of ultimate
continuation.
.
reran
unit
iiiiiiauve.
.,,,
uitj
,,.
i,
the Grand Canon. Mr. Klpley is a
,i.,l those charitably inclined can do the the books for tho western Bchools than to file a blanket suit and It pays Mr. OnlinBhaw will need to lose no
,,M ,
establishes a public utilities com- ...
man who loves Justice; he has said so
maximum of good. Individual charity, should
Vll
the district attorney and county much sleep over the situation.
give more extended consideramission under a section drafted from l,l' "IL" HIIJ 65llUiai
himself, and he pleads for It for his
If the constitution is adopted next No- - of course, is to be encouraged, but at tion to dry farming, as a subject of better,
the Hughes law in New York.
in
bestows
In
state
officers
times
an
it
its blessings upon
election for
company
Topeka and
vember,
Kansas,
To the unprejudiced observer it
paramount Interest in tho west.
Adopts the KansaB City park and will be held
where he has not been getting it. If
by the time that the the undeserving while both of Ihe orThe New Mexican will within a seems that the men In Snnta Fe counplan.
It is in his power, the New Mexican boulevard the
of the present officers explreB ganizations named above make careterm
As might have been expectod, tho short time begin the publication of ty, who wilfully nnJ diligently refuse
Omaha viaduct law.
Adopts
ful Investigations as to the real need Democrats have decided
Is certain, that If the facts of history
to oppose The Fourth Estate, a romance of to pay their just tnxes are In the
The mayor appoints the heads of de and the state officers will take office
of tho beneficiaries
nnd the claims of the Santa Fe of
the
of
1911.
1,
March
charity the Mann bill in Congress which newspnperdom, written by Joseph Me-dl- same class as the sugar barons who
partments, and specific responsibility,1
fund.
are presented to him by impartial is established in each
The New Mexican wlll be alms to stamp out the white slave
Patterson and Harriot Ford for wilfully and llllgently fall to render
department.
men who know and who remember, The council
Buffalo Jones evidently has a good pleased to asknowledge nny gifts that traffic In the United States', The the stage and novelized by Frederick unto Uncle Sain the duty they owe
may, however, refuse to!
ood Pre" aent may be sent It to be turned over to votes from the
that he will strive to wipe out the confirm the mayor's appointees, but P
The federal
brothels In Now R. Toombs. If the readers of the New on Bugnr Importations.
a'fnt or
Injustice which has relegated Santa the council's objection to any an- - himself. He Is getting almost as much either of these two bodies for distribu- York, Buffalo, Denver and other large Mexican like an Instalment ot a con officers are making It uncomfortable
Fe to the rank of a village when It polntee must be made In writing, nnd tree advertising through his intended tion among the deserving poor of Democratic cities Is too valuable to tinued story In each issue, other nov- for the latter and why shbuldn t the
would have had the place now occu- be based on the fitness and quallfl- - exploits as are Jeffries and Johnson whom Santa Fe has its quota the be alienated by any considerations of els will be published from time to district attorney got after the delin-quthe public welfare.
time.
tax dodgers 7
for their Fourth of July scramble.
I same as overy other
community.
pied by Denver, If the Santa Fe had cations of the nominee.
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COMPULSORY

It was an important conference
They think a whole lot of Judge
Case and Comment seriously advocates compelling every citizen to that was held at the While House W, H. Pope, soon to be chief' justice,
cast his ballot at election time, but Is todr.y. As a result of the tulk with In the PecoB Valley and they are
not quite so sure about compelling I'hlef Justice William J. Mills, who loath to let him go to any other place
af- to mako headquarters.
Says the Rehim to nttend the primaries. In will be governor of New Moxlco
Commit-tepublican Pecos Valley News:
eastern states, much more tlugi In ter M'lich 1, next. National
aud
Luna
Solomon
Delegate
man
New Mexico, there hHS grown up such
"Judge Pope has long been noted
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an Indifference to Ihe right of franchise aud the exercise of U even at a
gonornl election, that there Ib always
a huge stay at home vote. In this Territory, especially In the
counties, the people lake tho
franchise very seriously and on elec
tion day will come many miles to the
polling place to vote, but in eastern
New Mexico, It was noticeable at the
last election, that there was In many
Instnnces a lack of patrlotlo regard of
tne value of the ballot and many voters stayed nt home. Santa Fe recently by voting down Greater Santa
Fe, although the majority of citizens
favored it, gave an example ot the
Says Case nnd
evil of absenteeism.
Comment:
"The intention has been announced
ot introducing, at the next session of
the New York legislature, a bill looking toward making the exorcise of the
and
elective franchise compulsory;
the proposed legislation Is to Include
compulsory attendance at primaries.
Some features of such a protect have
undoubted merit. It would be of urn
told advantaee to the interests ot the
state if every citizen could be com
pelled to register his vote upon pro
to (he constltu
posed amendments
tion. One of the perils In the pres
ent form of government Is the ease
wHi which an amendment can be se
cured to a state constitution, and in
difference of the average voter to the
question whether It shall be adopted
or not. Case after case arises where
amendments are made part of the fun
damentnl law of the land by the vote
of only a small fraction of the elec
tors who vote for candidates for pub
lic office at the time the amendment
Is submitted. One of the latest examides la the adoption of the appro
priation for the large canal in New
York state. That immense appropriation, with all the consequences which
will grow out of tt, was adopted by
the vote of a relatively small part of
the voters of the state, while the great
mass of the citizens, though opposed
to the project In theory, were too Indifferent to take the trouble to cast
their votes against It, and let It go by
default on the vote of those who had
some special Interest In It. Any
scheme which would prevent such
results, and compel men to register
their opinions upon proposed amendments, would be a long step toward
tho correction of this evil. It might
also be of advantase to couinel the
t
of the elective franchise
the election proper. A universal expression of the will of the voters
would certainly tend to bring a better
class of candidates before the people,
because there would be a larser element among the voters which would
be governed In Its action by the merit
of the candidate rather than by mere
consideration of party claims. The
benefit in this direction from a com
pulsory statute would, however, be
less apparent than in the former case,
because the larger portion of the cit
izens exercise their elective franchise
upon choice of officers, and a relative'
1' small percentage remain away
from the polls, so that the requirement of the attendance of this small
er portion would affect the final re
sult only in exceptional cases.

THREE MORE
WATER

PROJECTS

Both Are Located on Cristobal Serna Grant in Taos
County
TO TAX

LETTER

Board

of

Bar Examiners Exon

erates Attorney Fred

McDonald.

amount of taxes t hut may be levied,
not only for territorial, but for county und municipal purposes, no the. taxpayer will readily see that by increasing valuations, the present high tax
rale, especially In municipalities and
countleB, would not be maintained,
The Increase In values during the
past year and the probable Increase
tor the coming year, will enable the
territorial auditor to reduce the terrij torinl tax
rate materially, probably to
less uina iwcive mum.
The records In the auditor's office
and In the offices of the various county collectors and treasurers throughout the territory, will be pluced at
your dlsposnl, and I shall Instruct all
the district attorneys to
with you and assist you in every way
If
possible, and I will appreciate It
you will reporl to me any failure on
renihe part of iiny public official to
der yon every possible aid in the prosecution of your work.
The attorney general of the territory and traveling auditor, have been
members of your commade
mission, and they will meet with you
and give you every assistance in their

received
Governor Curry today
from Secretary of the Interior Ballin-ge- r
Incopies ot Ml bills thus far
troduced in CongresB affecting New
Mexico or any of Its people, with a
request for recommendations on the
name. Quite a number of local bills
are Included In the batch and GoverGeneral nower.
nor Curry and Attorney
Frank W. Clancy are examining them
The work expected of you by virtue
closely and will write their opinion of this appointment will not be profitshortlto the secretary uf the Interior
able to you, but it will be of inestimyable benefit to the people of the
Candidates.
Twenty-fiv- e
and I am certntn they will apcandidates
There are twenty-fiv- e
preciate your wor'- .Jan1 am, respectfully yours,
for admission to the bar at the
CKOHUB CURRY,
uary term of the supreme court, eight
sevenand
examination
ou
of them
Governor of New Mexico.
certificate.
teen upon
Armorv Boards Must Report.
The board of Territorial Bar Exam- Office of the Adjutant General,
that
decided
the
charges
iner
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. n, inua.
brought against Attorney Fred A. General Orders No. 23.
The attention of armory boards of
McDonald of Clovls,
Curry county,
r
have not been substantiated, but took control Is invited to Section 6. Chap-tono action on the application of Mr.
67, of the Acts of the Legislative
McDonald for admission, not expect- Assembly of the Territory of New
follows:
ing to take action until an indict- Mexico, 1903, which reads as
fipr R "II shall be the duty of the
ment pending against Mr. McDonald
arnmrv boards of control of the vari
has been disposed of.
ous armories In New Mexico to sub
Water Applications Granted.
Vernon L. mit a quarterly report to the tern-inri.Territorial
Engineer
auditor showing the receipt
Sullivan today granted two applications for water appropriation In Taos and disbursement of all funds handcounty, subject to the usual provisos leri bv Ihein incluaing me amouuis
under which these applications are herein mentioned."
c run l oil nn
Tiiu r.nvernor directs that reports
tributaries of the Klo
,
j
uue is iu. OIt , llavan. required by above law be submitted
iiranae.
der Gusdorf and Parker M. Mack of ,lumptly on 31st instant and there, .., nt
10 ouAAn.l foal nf wnlnr mil ....
fr
aaph niutrtPIV
A. S. BROOKES,
of Miranda Arroyo on the Crlstoval
da la Serna grant, to reclaim
Acting Adjutant General.
ij
acres at a cost, of 119,000. The dam
will be 65 feet high.
JURY SECURED IN
Dl PAL MA. CASfc.
The other application is that of
second
Alexander Gusdorf for four
feet out of the same stream on the r, Thousand Dollar Damage Suit
on Trial After Two Day
same grant. This dam is to be 65
Preparation.
feet high and 820 acres are to re4
claimed at a cost of 110,000. Both
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 17. At
afternoon twelve
June
bo
o'clock
are
yesterday
to
by
completed
projects
men had been secured who aeciarea
17, 1912.
Vernon L. that thpv could sit without prejudice
Territorial
Engineer
Sullivan also approved the applica- one way or the other In the case of
tion of the Ute Creek Ranch Com- Richard Dl I'alma and Bernara iiuppe
Weinman in
pany, Charles Remsberg, et al., of versus .1. Barnett and J. ten
thousand
Raton, for reservoir construction to which the plaintiffs ask
use waters in winter already appro- dollars damages against the defend-of
the collapse
priated, to reclaim 940 acres at a cost ants as the result of
ot 13,000. The dam will be 43 feet a hniitilne some five years ago. which
the stock of
high. This was application No. 205. destroyed portions of mat nine
Applications Nos. . 228 and 230 of Rnppe's drug Btore, at of Second and
nenr the corner
the same company on Clenegullla and
Nine Mile Creeks In Colfax county, Central avenue, adjacent to the pres
were rejected, as the waters had ent Barnett building.
Hm-itltwo days were occupieo in
been appropriated already for the
Eugle'B Nest project near Cimarron. court In securing satisfactory jurors
and arranging the details of procedLetter to Tax Commlaslon.
ure In the case, it having numerous
board
The
territorial
Dear
Sir:
My
hecause of the fact that
or equalization at a meeting recently
been twice tried in the
lield In the city of Santa Fe, request- It has alreadyand
twice arguea oeiore
ed the governor of the territory to ap- lower court
the territorial supreme court,
point a commission of business men
it a ovnorteH that at least ten
to inveallgate the assessment and colwill be needed In which to comlection of taxeg in the territory, and days
the present trial.
plete
to make such recommendations as
Failure Caused His Loss.
they deem proper to said board,
llln.nnernne. N. M.. Dec. 17. That
through the territorial governor.
ho 0,iinlneil a loss of 112,093.99 be
In pursuance to that request 1 have
cause
of the allesred failure of Oross,
commisa
this day appointed such
and Company, Richard Dunn
Kelly
outline
herein
and
will
briefly
sion,
and Edward B. Wheeler,
duties.
its
m malnialn their part of a contract,
As this commission is an, unofficial
Is alleged by Benjamin B. Spencer, in
It
can
not
law,
authorized
.
by
body,
yesiei-dayI am a suit filed In the district court
but
make
recommendations,
inly
Judg- asks
the
which
In
plaintiff
aatisfled that dtie weight will be given
,hB A(,,mA.
t
enl In
ch recommendations not only by
sU
the board, but, In event of statehood,
The suit was filed ,or
"
the data that you may coneo. w oe
Marron and
HU,
.
of inestimable value to the members Spencer by - attorneys.
a
or the constuuttoaai convention an
a
h(itwp. the
was
"
contract
wen .as to members of the first .Ute n
-fiiiinrr n n aeicuuuiitH m
i
legislature.
WIU1 to cut
"
"'
visit the
,
The commission Bhould
.. Und furn- sh- to Gross. Kelly et al., cervarlous counties or tne territory, e- - owned by the
timber
of
lots
Uln
of
Individuals
mn. the tax returns
It is
and corporations, and inform them- - plaintiff. failed
,
and
selveB of tha character and value ot
of lumber made by
nronertv. both real and -personal, and certain shipments
.
and that because of the
Ihe
plaintiff
recomnase
tneir
on such information
violation of the contract Spenmendallons to the board of equallza - alleged 12 003 99 and that he further
lna
1 Inn
oiirf the irnvprnor
for a more
of il0,0"0 which he would
and collection lost profits
equitable assessment
have realized from delivering the
of taxeg in the territory.
I desire to call your attention to timber.
Asks Possession of Property.
the laws of 1903, relative to the duties
E. C. Whltson, through her attorof the board of equalization, and trust
Honcock and loughary, filed a
you will be able In your report to give neys, In the district court yesterday
the board uuch Information relative to suit
Warehouse and
the value of taxable property In the against the Security
w. Vj. miih-kevarious counties as will enable thein Improvement Company,
to seseeking
Tentsch,
Paul
and
law.
to perform the dtlties required by
of certain property
cure
possession
we
have
that
It Is a well known fact
al$300, which the plaintiff
a higher tax rate than moat of the valued Isat unlawfully
held by the decondileges
this
and
adjoining territories,
demands
The
tion is caused by the fact that our fendants. return plaltnlff
of the property or
the
either
1b assessed at a ridiculously
properly
in the sum of $300.
low valuation. Homoseekers and in- judgment
Sheriff Romero Is Sued.
vestors coming into New Mexico wllh
Romero, sheriff of Bernalillo
a view of locating here. Invariably Jesus was
made defendant In a suit
make Inquiries relative to ourschuol county,
W. Moore Clayton, atfacilities and tax rate. Our public yesterday by
per se, nsltlng Judgment
schools are excellent and are Improv- torney
the sheriff In the sum ot $150
ing from day to day and will soon against to be due on account of cercompare favorably with those of any nlleged
and chattels alleged to beother state or territory in Ihe Union. tain goods
the
to
plaintiff.
would
long
which
But our present tux rate,
Suit Filed to Quiet Title.
practically mean a confiscation of
tor X.
M. E. Hlckey, attorney
properly If It were assessed at Its full
filed a suit In tho district court
honieseekers
valuo, naturally deters
Wallace Douglas
and Investors from becoming citizens yesterday R. ngalnst,
the unE. I'owles nnd
Powlos,
of
matter
As
a
fact,
our
of
territory.
heirs of Wallace Douglass, deknown
not
Mexico
is
In
New
the taxpayer
and all unknown persons who
paying any more on the dollar than in ceased,
claim any Interest or title adthe adjoining stales and tcrrllorles. may
to Ihe plaintiff. The complaint
The valuation has been so low that verse
the plalnlft is the owner
the rate has necessarily become high. alleges that
of and in possession of tho Bouth hnlf
But when the taxpayer understands
northeast quarter and the east
that reasonable Increase In valuation of (be
half of the southeast quarter of secwill reduce the rate, I think he will nt
notion six In township nine, range threo
once reallzo thu wisdom of the
cant ot New Mexico Meridian In New
tion.
Ihe enme having been conveyconstllu-flona- l Mexico,
I sincerely hope Hint our
Wallace Douglass Powles In Jan-narconvention. If wo are admitted ed to
12, 1SH7. The purpose of tho suit
sesto statehood during the present
Is to quiet, the title to the land deterour
not,
If
and
sion of Congress,
will limit the scribed above.
ritorial legislature,
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POPULATION

COLORADO
They Have Their Eyes Turn- Governor Determined That
ed Toward the Setting
Delinquent Taxes Must
Be Collected
Sun
NEW

MEXICO

MAKES

GOOD

APPROVE WATER APPLICATIONS

SCHEDULE
IS NOW

CALLS DISTRICT

QUEST OF IHE

and Albuquerque
port Intense Cold Causing Discomfort

El Paso

Re-

COLD WAVE EXTENDS EASTWARD

Secretary H. B. Hening Tells of Proposition to Supply Taos With Records Broken in Iowa, Nebraska and at Many Other
Power From Lucero
the Great Success of the
Points.
River.
Land Show.

L

READY,

Washington, Dec. 20. The United
Stales tiiiMis population senedule
whkh wjiI be carried by the enuuieratom dining the thlr.eenth decennial
l nm d btates census, April 15 next,
contains thirty-twquestions concern
lug every man, woman, and child in
thin country, the total of whom Is ex
pected to leach the number of 90,000,- 000.

The preparation of the population
schedule engaged for the past few
months the joint consideration of As
sistant Director Wllloughby, William
V. Hunt, the United States
census
chief statistician for population, and
Professor William U. Ualley, the Yale
Instructor In political economy,
prominent member of the
bureau advisory board of statisticians
etc., who later wan commissioned su
pervisor of census fur the stale of
Connecticut.
The schedule haa been approved by
Census Director Duraud, and in Its
final form will be 10 by 23 Inches in
size, printed front and back with SO
lines on each side, one for each per- boii
The
enumerated.
government
printing office will print 1,800,000
copies, so as to give each of the 330
supervisors of census an ample supply to meet all the needs of about
07,000 enumerators who will enumerate the population In April next.
The paper on which the schedule
will be ruu off will be
white writing 23 by 32 Inches. 64
pounds to the ream, the total weight
Mng 2,10,400 pounds. The entire edi
tion will be printed on a web press,
which will print two of the schedules,
face and back, each revolution, at the
rate of 9,0110 an hour. It will take
about six and a half days for the press
sixto print the 1,800,000, running
teen hours a day.
More Convenient Form.
The schedule paiier is very heavy
nnd will stand a great deal of handThe form of the schedule Is
ling.
more cuuvnient than that used ten
years ago, and the two pages are so
spaced thai when the schedule is
iiIuaiJ In tha ftD.H.nnnnhlliD manhtno

Governor Curry haa called a meetH. B. llenlng,
Norfolk, Xeb Dec. 20. The cold
secretary of the
arrived In ing of district attorneys at Simla Fe wave still prevails In this section of
Bureau' of Immigration,
Santa Fe last night and will be here on January 6 of next year, to consid- the country. It was sixteen degrees
for a dav or two on business. He has er and discuss the collection of taxes below zero here this morning.
he und meanB and measures to enforce
El Paso It 8hlverlfig.
just returned from Chicago where exthe payment of delinquent taxes.
had charge of the New .Mexico
El Paso, Tex., Dec. 20. Ten above
Notaries Appointed,
hibit at the United States land and
zero was recorded here this morning,
(lovernor Curry has appointed Carl the coldest since 1SH9. Cuttle are sufirrigation exposition, which ran for
NocounLincoln
at
S. Luster
Carrlzozo,
two eeks in the Coliseum, from
fering all over the area around El
vember 20th to December 4th.
ty, and Elmer G. Miner of Roswell, Paso and unless weather soon mod-er( haves
notaries
public.
county,
tea losses will result.
standpoint
"From an advertising
Reform School.
the exposition was the most valuable
Sleigh Belli at El Paso.
ter
the
of
W,
James
Klrkpatrlck
Mr.
on
said
Its
El
kind
event of
Paso, Texas, Dec. 20. Jingling
record,
school at Springer, to- Blelgh bells on the streets of El Paso
ritorial
reform
was
unique,
"It
absolutely
Henlng.
with James K, Hunt of Raton, yesterday attracted great attention.
nothing pt the kind ever having been gether
In conference today with GovWeather Man Killed By Slipping.
attempted before and it attracted not were
ernor
20. Captain
Curry on reform Bchool mat
Abilene, Texas. Dec.
culy the people of Chicago, but crowds
now
has
school
ters.
The
eighteen
J. W. JohnBon, for many years gov
from all parts of Illinois, Indiana,
work.
is
Inmates
good
and
doing
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Fine as was the performance of son is able to speak English, or, 11
DOING VERY WELL. tions you will greatly assist In insur- Princess Donnle at the Elks' theater! not, to give the language spoken,
ing the prompt delivery of your gift on last Friday evening, it after all
There are five questions touching
in good condition.
was only a drees rehearsal In com- - upon Occupation. The first calls for
James K. Hunt and Superintendent
parlson with the rendition of the the trade or profession of, or partlcu-tunefuKlrkpatrlck of the Reform
kind of work done by, the person
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certain
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get quick
S.itun'ay evening. Mrs. W. D. Hayes being enumerated, such as, to quote
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Shoop's Remedy.
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as Bonnie, was glorious and excelled the schedule, "spinner, salesman,
chant nt Raton, an old political
everywhere are favoring Dr.
triumph of the evening before; borer, etc." The next Inquiry calls
and side partner of Governor Druggists
tender
The
Remedy.
Shoop's Cough
Mrs. Curns as Kitty, was superb and for a statement of the general nature
Superinaccompanied
George Curry,
leaves of a harmless
convinced the audience that she would of the industry, business, or estabtendent Klrkpatrlck of the territorial mountainous shrub
give to Dr. Shoop's be a star of first magnitude on any Ushment In which the person works,
reform school at Springer to Santa Fe
Us curative properties. stage; Mrs. J. E. Chirk as "Aunty 'as, again to quote verbatim from Ihe
Mr.' Hunt says that Colfax Cough Remedy
today.
Those leaves have the power to calm Crabbe" was fine; W. Frank Owen j schedule, e,.,ttou mill, dry goods
county is prosperous and anchored
litis store, farm, etc." The third wants to
was
the most distressing Cough, nnd to as Shrimps
inimitable;
safely In the Republican column.
e
know whether the person Is an
prosperity soothe, and heal the most sensitive Koch as Admiral Pomposo, kept the
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Raton Is enjoying
In ronrs of laughter; Kecfe as ployer, employee, or working on his or
should,
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membrane.
bronchial
coal
of
roll
nearby
and that the pay
demand Dr. Salvador again demonstrated that he her own account, nnd, under the
enrops Is larger thnn ever. From the for safety's sake, always
whether
mines alone a Shoop's. It can with perfect freedom is a born comedian who missed his fourth nnd fifth questions,
Vnn Houten-Koehle- r
babes. calling when he went Into .he grocery out of work on April 15, 1910, and the
hundred thousand tons of coal were be given to even the youngest
starrhig under number of weeks out of work during
a rec- Test it once yourself, and see! Sold by business instead of
shipped last month, which. Is
some good manager; William Hayden the year 1U09.
Co.
ord to be proud of, and yet, Colfax Stripling-Burrow- s
The questions in the Education
as Roy, was splendid; C. D. Miller as
county hns aB much coal left as the
to read,"
"Captain," snug und played his part group are "whether able
entire state of Pennsylvania. There WILL ROPE BEASTS
able to write." and "attend-th"whether
to
and endeared himself
JUNGLE.
convincingly
OF
of
THE
In
mines
the
some
la also
activity
more sentimental; R. Haacke as led school any time since September
the western part of the county. Mr.
the villain, the Itnllan count, looked 1, 11109."
Hunt Is an old timer and served on "Buffa Jones' 'and Lincoln County
intorinaunn renaming
uwnersnip
and played the part lo perfection and
the Nnvnjo reservation with former
Cowboys Intend to Eclipse
there 'was more than one fellow In or tiouie" win lie omaineu ny inese
Roosevelt's Exploits.
Secretary Thomas of this city. Mr.
the audience who felt like "licking" questions; Whether the home Is ownAfter a visit to Carrlzozo, Lincoln him
Klrkpatrlck is making good nt the
ed or rented; If owned, whether free
for 'Ills diabolical meanness;
serireform school. Working under
county, and El Paso, Tex., Buffalo fact the entire caste was not onl or murtgnged, and whether it Is a
the
nnd
building
ous disadvantages
Jones passed Uimy today on his way
balanced
but exceptionally farm or simply n house, as In a village
Institution from bottom up, he is al- to New York from where he will sail evenly
The chorus work was much or city; If a farm, the schedule carstrong.
The
results.
eighteen
other
for Africa to rope lions and
ready showing
more even and the specialties, the ries for purposes of identification the
Inmates will be put to work on the beasts of the Jungle. He expects to
tho stage setting, the orches- number of the farm schedule.
Infarm next Bprlng, It being tho Inten- leave on the last day of the year for dancing,
The schedule further contains
tra combined to make the performtion to place twenty acres under
In
Lincoln
county
While
Capetown.
a noteworthy one in local the- quiries as to whether the person enuance
fifteen acres under sugar ho purchased ten broken broncos for
merated Is a survivor of the Union
atrical annals,
beets. Both visitors expected to leave service In the jungle. M. D, Loveless
or Confederate iirniy or navy; whethfor Raton tonight.
er lilliul In both eyes, and whether
and T. E. Kelley, well known New NEW SCHOOL DISTRICT
dent and dumb.
Mexico cowimnchera, who have been
IS ORGANIZED,
If you nro suffering from biliousmaking their home In Lincoln county,
Superintendent of Schools John V.
ness, constipation, indigestion, chroni- were with Jones nnd will accompany
After exposure, nnd when you feel a
Conway bus organised a new school
cent In a
c, headache, invest one
to Africa. One ot Jones' fantas-ll- c district to he known as Cuyamungue, cold coming; on, take Foley's Honey
send to Chamberlain him
poiiliil card,
Hehomes Is to bring back to Ihe district No. :3. The district Is form- and Tar, the great throat and lung
Medicine Co., Ilea Molnea, Iowa, wltn
Lulled
Stales wild grass eating hogs ed from parts of districts Nos. 1 and remedy. It stops the cough, relieves
on
the
your name mid address plainly
will cross with domestic 1"), and Is located west or Tesiinue. the congestion and expels the cold
which
he
n
forward
you
back, nnd they will
thus create a species that Valentin VaMez. chairman. Donnciano from your system. Is mildly laxie
breeds
and
Slomach
Chamberlain's
of
free sample
Sold by
Ortiz tlve. Refuse substitutes.
and Ccclllo
will graze on the New Mexico range nm. Hoeretiu-Sold by all
nnd Liver Tablets.
havo been appointed school directors, all druggists.
the same us sheep and cattle,

Three Cornered Fight for
Desirable Position Is Practically Ended
TUCUMCAR! TROUBLE SETTLED

School
Modern
Magnificent
House to Be Occupied
Next Week.
to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 18. Chief
JiWIce William J. Mills and National Committeeman Solomon Luna left,
for home today going via Chicago.
Ml questions of
federal patronage
have been agreed upon.
Private advice, received at the cap-O, C,
Itol today from Washington,
have It that the U. 8. marshalshlp
question has been decided In favor of
ihe present Incumbent Crelghton M.
Koraker and that R. C. Burke ot Santa
Fe will be offered another federal poSpecial

sition.
Big Irrigation Project Rejected
Territorial Engineer Vernou L. Sul
livan was compelled today to turn
down the application of 73. J. Kindred
of Denver, Colo., for the waters of the
Rio Puerco in western New Mexico
for the reclamation of 15.6-4acre.
Just across the New Mexico border
In Arizona, on the ground of lack
of

jurisdiction.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Notaries public were appointed by
William
Governor Curry as follows:
F. Read, Lumberton, Rio Arriba coun
ty; Charles J. H. Bushnell, Bennham,
Union county; Walter C. Belden, Cliff,
Grant county; Frederick D. Woodford,
Bernalillo county; Lu
Albuquerque,
cas E. Oallegos, Clayton, Union coun
ty; E. F. Phillips, Artesla, Eddy coun
ty; Arthur C. Kelnath of ArteBia,
Ira A. Brown, of Santa Rita, Grant
county.
Dissolution Paper.
El Palado Mercantile Company of
Las Vegas today Bled with Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa a certificate
ot dissolution before organization,
the incorporators signing being Patricio Sena, Gabriel N. Montoya and
Charles L. Harnandez.
The Hunter Mercantile Company
field a certificate increasing its capital stock from $25,000 to $75,000.
More Charges Agaln.t Kelly.
Superintendent of Insurance Jacob
Chaves, is in possession of additional
charge, afalnst H. C, Kelly, the Las
Vegas Insurance agent, who found It
advisable to leave for parts unknown.
This time the charges are in connection with a benevolent association be
sought to found, one widow complaining that the sunk S600 Into the venture.

Carey Act Board.
The Carey act board met today in
the office of Governor Curry, who with
Land Commissioner R. P. firvien and
Territorial engineer Vernon L. Sullivan, comprise the board. The Lake
I'rton Carey act applications were
considered but no definite action was
taken.
Goa.ett Hearing.
The preliminary hearing of A. H.
Gosseit for the kh.ing of S. Conover
at Lyden has been set before Judge
John R. McFIe, as committing magistrate on January !i.
Tucumcarl School Trouble Settled.
Superintendent of Public Instruc
tion J. E. Clark returned last evening from Tucumcarl, Quay county,
where he succeeded In settling amicably the trouble that has arisen over
the practice of the Christmas
pro
gram in the public schools. Mr.
Clark was astounded by the evident
growth and prosperity of the county
seat ot Quay county. The new school
house in that city he declares to be
the finest and most modern In the
Territory in some respects. It Is of
artistic Roman
architecture and a
view of It is printed on another page.
It Is a six room structure built on a
ten room plan so as to allow for future growth. The size of rooms, the
lighting by toe modern unilateral
and steam
system, the ventilation
heating apparatus, are according to
the most
specifications ana
$:10,0H0 was expended to
make the
building and its equipment perfect in
every detail. An assembly room that
will seat 300 persons, a library, six
class rooms, a laboratory, an office
for the superintendent, cloak rooms
for every room with outside window
and an entrance from the hall as well
as the class rooms, have been provided. The old Bchool house with Its annexes Is bo overcrowded that the fifteen teachers hold alternately foresessions. The
noon and afternoon
new building occupied is built on an
block
entire
of ground affording ample playground and room for school
garden. Next week, the new building will be ready for occupancy and
it wll lbe dedicated early In January.
At the exercises will be present some
of Ihe leading men of the Territory
interested In education. The following are the directors of the board of
education at Tucunicari: Dr. C. J. K.
A. Muirhead,
Moore, president; T.
clerk; A, D. Ooldonberg.
Superintendent Clark plans to vis-I- t
most of the public schools In eastern New Mexico using his automobile for that purpose. He finds that
getting In touch directly with school
authorities, teachers and parents Is
very helpful ill adjusting complaints
Inherent to a growing
and difficult
commonwealth with sharp racial distinct loin. He expects also H, It.
former state superintendent of
Michigan to spend two weeks with
him In visiting New Mexico schools.
Superintendent IMtliiRlll Is one of
tho most eloquent, platform speakers
nnd most eminent educators In the
United Slates and his coming la certain to tnvnkeu renewed enthusiasm
in the schools.
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cratic spenders, if the administration
Nut to be disappointed, however,
nnd account books.
without It. That Is all nonsense and given to preparations and the election
wearisome weeks of that trial. The
next
to
Is
be
year.
perpetuated
the principal and students quickly arwe all know It. When the gambling of a delegate to Congress and memTHURSDAY. DECEMBER 23, 1909. excuse offered for this Indignity for
of the adminis- ranged for a reception the succeeding
one
With
It is certainly that, disguise it how THE SANTA FE'S PROGRESSIVE-NESS- . question camo n'p before the people bers of the legislature as well as coun- tration only and year
for
a
cry
already'
afternoon, and this proved a grand
gone
of Roswell some years ago, advocated ty officials.
Thia can not be avoided
you will was that It was necessary
who hold success.
Shortly after three, o'clock,
The Santa Fe Employes' Magazine by the Record. Mayor Hinkle and a for even if the statehood bill were help going up from the men
to prevent some Juryman being briball
of the pupils gathered ln the south
the
the state's money bags,
warning
ed : but It does not seem unreason- for December, 199, has all the at- number of prominent people of the to pass tomorrow It provides that does not look
men
the
if
at
room
the
class
as
of the school building, to- THE UNJUST JUDGE.
able for an honest man to ask why he tractions of a holiday number of any city, we were told that the public the vote on the nroiwsed constitution
Prince and
John Luther Long, a writer of great should be suspected of willingness to of the big literary magazines and la schools Tvero barely able to struggle can not be taken until the general state house were complacent when gether with President
Secretary Jaraniillo of the board of
Of course, it is along, and could not do without the election In 1910 when the above off- they think of those appropriations
force and considerable
Imagination, be corrupted any more readily than fully as Interesting.
that are yet to be paid.
trustees, and a number of prominent
concludes In January Success Maga- the Judge or the district attorney. devoted to the country through money derived from gambling and icers will be up for election.
Auditor Kenehan handed the finan- citizens as Invited guests. Mrs. Dixon
have which the Santa Fe passes as well as column nfter column of figures were
zine, a two part story, a satire on Judge and district attorneys
criminal procedure In the courts of been known to be bribed, or bribers, Its employes and Is therefore of much produced to prove It. At that time
A homesteader at Mosquero, Union cial report to Governor John F. Shaf- - had arranged a pleasant program of
short of county, writes home to the Baltimore roth yesterday and immediately the exercises, which waa opened by tbe
As an the schools were always
the United States. While the author before now; perhaps on the record interest to the local public.
governor and Secretary of State Lord's Prayer led by the pastor of the
emphasizes and distorts the weak- quite as often as Jurymen.- Why not Incentive to tree planting in Santa Fe money, frequently the school year Journal aa follows:
"I do not want to deceive anyone Penrce sat up nnd said that the treas El Rlto parish, and cosisted of the
nesses inherent In the trial of crim- lock up the judge and district attor- communities the
leading article, was cut down to seven months, and
inals, the underlying truth of the ter- ney along with the Jury to prevent the which is illustrated, is given to the school treasury was empty. Yet In coming to this section, as what urer and auditor did not know what singing of Christmas carols, and
suits me might not jlease others, but they were talking about; that there
mostly on Christmas topics,
rific arraignment must be acknowl- possibility, or suspicion, of their be- "Beautiful Station Gardens Along the gambling wns abolished and lmm
Valley Division." President E. P. diately the effect was beneficial to the I can give my views, having been a was plenty of money for Western with an address of welcome from the
edged. No less personage than Presi- ing 'reached'?"
Society.
a thoughtful ar- school finances. They were placed on resident for several years. I want to Federation of Miners, vote debts and president of the Literary
dent Taft In his annual message, reRipley contributes
The recitation by Mr. Rodrlquez was
fers to the medieval character of our NEW MEXICO'S COPPER PRODUC ticle on "The Railroads and Public a solid foundation, guess work as to say that If I were a young man 1 others of that Btripe.
especially noteworthy.
criminal procedure which Is a relic
TION.
Approval." which the New Mexican the amount of money to be depended would not stay In the east very long Huge Deficit la Staring AdministraMrs. Dixon then called on Colonel
In part of the feudal ages and of obThe Santa Rita mining district, will reproduce in full. As an example upon was eliminated, and school has knowing what I now do about this
tion In tht Face.
section.
I would come right to New
Jaraniillo, who as resident trustee has
solete Ideas of crime and justice. It Grant county. Is seventeenth among of the progresslveness of the Santa ever since been held for the full term
estimatthe
states
that
The
report
Is
It
because
the
Mexico,
best section
given a great deal of time to the weis the strongest part of his message the big copper producing sections of Fe management, the following Item Is of nine months, and now the school
ed revenues for the year 1909 were
where he pleads for reform. Between the United States having four mil- - given;
treasury has a surplus of something of country I know of for a poor man $1,314,848; that the collections were lfare of the school, and he In turn, af
ter some appropriate remarks, intro"Since the last Issue of this maga- - like twelve to fifteen thousand dol- to get for himself a home and I firmthe sentiment that a criminal 1b mere- lion pounds of blister copper to Itsbelieve that it will eventually $1,235,931, and that the deficit on the duced Hon. L. Bradford Prince, the
ly a sick and diseased person who credit. Butte was the heaviest pro- eine tne ganta Fe has authorized addi- - lars. So will It be with the city and ly
make one of the best and wealthiest estimated revenue is $58,917.
president of the board, who had
of $1,767,498.50 the saloons."
should be sent to a hospital rather ducer with 252,500,000 pounds; Lake tional expenditures
states In the Union."
The pinch comes because Auditor braved a 24 mile Journey from Barranthan a penal Institution, and the sen Superior came second with 222,000.-00- for double tracking and $204,873.05
That man has the right spirit and Kenehan does not believe In drawing ca, In an open wagon with the temperBisbee, Arizona, third, for installation of mechan'cal interl- PRODUCTION
pounds;
timent that a criminal Is a vicious de
OF
FERMENTED
Morenci, ocking plants, block signals, etc., to
evidently possesses at least the ele- warrants for money that is not In the ature below zero, in order to be pres
generate who ought to be chloroform' with 129,000,000 pounds;
LIQUORS.
mental that will make for success ln trensury. He could draw warrants ent. Governor Prince expressed In
with
77,000.000
fourth,
ed forthwith, there lies a broad mid Arizona,
promote the safe operation of trains.
The United Brewers' Association New Mexico.
and write on them, "To draw 4 per enthusiastic terms his great gratifies- - .
is poundB; Bingham, Utah, fifth, with Let us all boost to make ber the
dle ground which Jurisprudence
New Mexican with a
the
honored
lias
Globe
and
Jerome, safest road In the world on which to
cent
56,000,000 pounds;
interest from date," but this he tlon at the remarkable success of the
consideration
to
take
Into
beginning
table showing the production of beer
with
36,000,000 work
A visitor In thle city last evening will not do.
sixth,
Hence the Home for institution.
He gave a brief history
and on which to travel."
and by reason of which. New Mexico's Arizona,
in
tho
two
states
for
years
past
by
CalifoShasta
County,
expressed his astonishment that Santa Neglected Children and the Gunnison of the origin of the school, which
last legislature, for Instance, put on pounds each; with
the effort to prove that the advance of Fe has so
32,500,000
c
pounds;
In
rnia,
seventh,
for
vain
perNormal are whistling
great an array of fine
arose from the necessity of supplying
the statute books an indeterminate
DO YOU SPEAK ENGLISH?
the dry wave Is not hurting the brewwith
ThlB the 550 rurai schools of the
and musical talent. He said: mission to start excavations.
sentence and parole law and made an Ducktown, Tennessee, eighth,
territory
One of the questions that the cen- ing business to any extent, thus robthen
the
following
19,700,000
pounds;
would
will
mean
"You
SantownB
find
the
auditor
few
but
of
would
that
with teachers familiar with tbe coun
appropriation for a reform school. dlstrlcts in this order: Ely, Nevada, bus enumerator Is likely to ask each bing Itself of the only valid argument
and
warrants
well
Fe's
so
to
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for
have
ta
draw
them,
size, that
stage
There la no longer any doubt that the
try and its people, and equipped ln
9.4 00,000 pounds; Silver Bell, Ari- person enumerated next April and thus far put forth that prohibition
majority of criminals are such by zona, 6,700,000 pounds; Coeur d'Alene, May is: "Do you speak English?" Un- throws thousands of worthy peoplo an ambitious effort as was the per- he will not because he does not Bee districts where the former is the only
at
can
formance
their
how
tho
of
comic
get
money
Spensers'
opera,
they
reason of parentage, education, train
Spanish-Americalanguage heard by them ln their
out of work, deprives the farmer of a
Idaho, 6.400,000 pounds; Tlntic, Utah, fortunately, the average
rate of collections.
home life. He told of the Introducphysical defects and Frisco, Utah, each 5,500,000
or market tor his barley and bis hops, 'Princess Bonnie.'" But isn't It true present
ing, surroundings,
lacking
'
Fe
Santa
centuries
that
for
several
rather
In the first three classes of appro- tion of the bill in the legislature and
and force of circumstances,
business of
pounds; Leadville, Colorado, 4,600,000 for other reasons, very often answers ana- tne transportation
talIt
of
most
drawn
the
to
some
has
in
so
are
differ
much
totals
$3,114,812.96. tbe unexpected opposition which came
than because they
priations the
pounds; Calaveras County, California, that question In the negative even if considerable revenue. During the past ented among the
people of the con The disbursements to date have been from Borne of those who should naturcharacter from those who are not 4.500,000 pounds, and then Santa fie speaks English sufficiently well to n8Cal
a
'Of
production
year
(ne
here culture and ability $1,283,970.22.
The unpaid balances, ally have been Its strongest supportcriminal. It is also an acknowledged
with 4.000,000 pounds, followed converse In that tongue. A systema- - mente4" 11(luor ln; the United States tinent; that
fact, that Quite often a man Is Bent to by southeastern Alaska with 3,000,- - tic effort Bhould be made by press amounted to 60,303,497 barrels, while have found a focus ever since the for the first three classes alone, ers. Then he spoke of the splendid
the penitentiary for a lesser crime 000 pounds; Encampment, Wyoming, and public leaders to impress upon the year before It was 58,747,680 bar- Conquistadores made Santa Fe the amount to $1,830,842.74, or the state success already achieved; of the dewno speaK
capital of a great commonwealth?
has yet the largest part of Its appro- viation of those ln charge and the
than the man who Is honored and suc and Lucien, Utah, 3,300,000 pounds tnose apanisn-Ainencan- s
rels, a loss In one year of 2,444,183
ceeds In life, has been guilty of; that each; and San Juan, Colorado, 2,200,- - English and most of them do, that it barrels or 4.14
priations on the first three classes to high character and admirable spirit
cent. But this loss,
per
a trust king would have been a burg 000 nounds. There Is no reason to la important that they answer the
Superlntendent of Public Instruc- pay during the next year from the of the students. Already its pupils are
small as it is, can not
comparatively
tion J. E. Clark is the right man in revenues of 3910. From the revenues being sought from all over the terrilar had he been raised on the Bowery, doubt that Santa Fe county and other question truthfully for the chief
but be significant. In the natural
It happens In this territory that one
producing districts of New Jection to New Mexico, after all, in course of events there would have the right place. Being a practical of 1910 must come half the expenses tory as teachers; and six are now
Is
east
that bo large a per cent
understanding well the tem- of the last legislature, for the ex- temporarily
poor native after another has been Mexico will some day appear in this the
absent in charge of
been a gain In the number of barrels educator, of the
perament
sent to the penitentiary for trans- list of the leading copper producers of of its inhabitants are alleged to be
people of New Mexi- penses were paid, half from the 1909 schools.
can
be
bo that the dry wave
produced,
hab-laIn
solid
and
is
a
he
co,
language, thought
superstrucrearing
half from the 1910 appropriations.
the country, but as it Is, Santa Rita, foreign
He believed that it would be of far
gressing the Edmunds law, while
held accountable for a loss in produc- ture on the foundation laid for New and
Had they all been paid from the 1909 greater practical Importance to New
malefactors In high places are
year, w'as the only producer of Its. The New Mexican feels certain
tion of nt least Ave million barrels, Mexico's educational system.
a
correct
census
will
at
that
It
the
for
disperse
in
the
freTerritory
consequence
collections, the state would not have Mexico than any other territorial Inopenly guilty of a similar sin,
n tne native innauitant which means that at least $20,000,000 times takes diplomacy, at others firm- had enough money on which to run
quent bouses of 111 fame or are faith- entire production credited to New mat Idea, nut
stitution, as it would improve the edu
In saying he cannot speak less were expended by the poor man ness, but he Is achieving results.' His
was
persists
smelters
4,991,351
the
Mexico
no
by
the year. After next April the cation of nine-tenth- s
less to their home ties, and yet,
of the new genunder- - for drink and went to the grocery and plan to visit the schools personally, during
one thinks of punishing them for it. pounds of blister copper while the English, when he really does
will receive eration; and referring to the words of
present administration
and can talk English, he is not other stores, or Into homes and gard-onllo "talk It over" with directors, teach- nothing from the inheritance tax, for Colonel
One weak spot of criminal law is mine production was given as 6,112,- stand
Jaraniillo, who had referred
hurting himself but also the ens or other channels. It means $20,- - ers and parents, has smoothed out all estates have six months In which to
the Jury system. New Mexico has 630 pounds. The year before, 1907,
him as former chief justice and
000,000 more happiness each year dis- many a difficulty that otherwise would
was much larger, commonwealth.
to
can
be
settle
to
before
forced
good juries and yet, how often, does however, production
they
governor, he said that the highest
tributed among thousands of families. have grown into a hindrance to the
not Justice miscarry, right here In the blister production at the smelters
pay their taxes, and the money will title by which he hoped to be rememThe Wide World Magazine for If that were the only result of the dry success of the public schools.
New Mexico, by reason of the solemn being given as 10,140,140 pounds and
not
to
do
time
the
ad
in
be
received
bered In the future was that of tbe
which has as large a circu- wave, It would be worth while.
verdict of twelve men tried and true. the production of the mines 10.990,015 January
ministration any good,
Father of the Spanish-America- n
In Great Britain as it has in
lation
New
shows
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table
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to
The
In
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order
that
slates
six
Albuquerque
only
exceeding
. Scribner's
this pounds
for January, takes
the United States prints a very real- Mexico produced only 24,525 barrels Horning Journal right the New Mexi Fiscal Year Disbursements Have Far Normal school. He then spoke of tbe
- subject too and Joseph Homer up
Coates figure.
Exceeded Revenues.
Importance of having collections of
istic photograph which is labeled: of fermentel liquors In the past fiscal can will reveal sufficiently of its own
In "Some Difficulties of a Juryman,"
It will be noticed that the collec various kinds In the school to Interest
"A photograph of the interior of a year, a loss of 9.81 per cent over the and Mr. Luna's private business, by
OF PREVENTION.
AN
OUNCE
says:
the students, and suggested that all
Knntlnpn F.snnihpl
thp son nf re- gambling saloon ln New Mexico." De- year before. There are six states and saying that Mr. Luna does not hold tions received in the treasurer's office
"The juryman from his first enterritories that produced less, but as "a controlling Interest in the New for the fiscal year ending December 1 should aid In collecting a fine cabinet
was found frozen to crlptlve of the picture It says
parents,
apected
trance In response to the court's per"It is In such dens as this that the ' a manufacture industrv In this great Mexican," and that Mr. Luna knew were $1,255,931; that the disburse of mineral specimens, and presented
death near Wagon Mound. He had
lose their three
emptory summons finds little In his
th. nrrtnrttnn of fer. nothing whatever of the editorials In ments for the same period amounted 30 varieties as a nucleus; and a numimbibed more whisky than cowboys often
merely
th-treatment to Impress him with an idea waa good for him. A murder is re- months' pay in. one night, and some- mented
is a negligible quan- - which the injustice of the personal to $1,283,970.22, or that the disburse- ber of medals, including that of
liquors
1
of special dignity in his position, even
attack made upon him by the Morning ments already are almost' $30,000 300th anniversary of the settlement at
almost every day in the South- times their lives. In fact, Boon came tlty.
ported
If he has no overt cause of complaint. west and generally when the news- to the conclusion that It was not parChamlta, as the commencement of a
Journal was pointed out. The Jour ahead of the receipts for 1909.
safe even for me, for as the
He is herded with hig fellows, ordernal has thus far failed to prove its
MAGNIFICENT
ENDORSEMENT.
The total appropriations were $3,- miscellaneous collection.
paper story reaches the cause, it ticularly went
on
men
the
became
ed about by the tipstaves or bailiffs says, that the assassin or the victim evening
Hon. Sixto Chaxes was then Intro
Mr. Luna is a political 512,500.90; the total disbursements to
The Denver Post and the Albuquer assertion that
of court, addressed
In peremptory or both were drunk at the time. In more and more excited with drink,
dictator nor has It refuted the fact date are $1,283,970.22. The
duced and expressed the highest apbalCitizen-Tribun- e
unpaid
much
make
que
the
became
violent
play
reckless,
tones; sometimes, If In his unfamll- New Mexico, stabbing and shooting
that Mr. Luna In all of his political ances are $2,223,596.74.
preciation of the excellent work beof the fact that the liquor Interests
dealings has been unselfishly patriotiarlty he Is going the wrong way, be scrapes come up before Justices of Quarrels arose, nnd the place was soon have
The lncerase over the disburse ing done by tbe school and the im
Inaugurated a movement to oust ic and loyal to his party.
veritable pandemonium. I accord
is grabbed by one of these gentry of the peace every week and unless
ments necessary, balance due on first, portance of Its general object. The
my lonely way to- Judge John R. McFle from the bench,
s Ingly continued
the badge and hustled as if he were newspapers and wltnesBes lie,
the wordB of
second and third class appropriations, song "New Mexico,
nnd that a petition signed by thirteen
The Dally Herald at Estnncla, al Is
the prisoner In the dock. He alts in
of them occur ln a saloon and wards the Irrigation settlement, finThe future increase to which were composed by Mrs. Dlxoa
$546,872.52.
of the "twenty" attorneys of the First
In safety."
home
reaching
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In
ally
Democratic
the court rom with an
a
that
though
wonder
is
leanings,
then
it
any respectable
wag
sung and tbe exercises ,
It is advertising of that kind which Judicial district haB signed a raft of likes Judge McFle and Is frank ln cover amounts due on fourth and fifth closed.
sense, if he be sensitive, that he must person ever feels a desire to go into
be careful not to get Into trouble; the such a place. Dally a young man helps to create the wrong and unfav- charges against the judge, who after saying so, for It comments editorially: class appropriations is $397,954. Tbe
balance due on 1909 and 1910 approorable impressions at the National service upon the bench of more than
"Judge McFle called at our office
feeling of liberty is gone, he la envel- loses his job or is fired from office,
an1 In otner eastern centers a decade naturally has displeased men yesterday. The Judge Is a very pleas priations for which warrants have not TEXAS CASHIER WHO
oped In an atmosphere of restraint. or is caught stealing his employers' ca,tal
HAD PECULIAR METHODS.
as to the SouthweBt and especially as here and there. "Thirteen" is a sig- ant gentleman and we hope he will been drawn is $2,228,696.74.
Really he Is placed more on an equal- - funds. Wine, loose women and gamMillion
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Shortage
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to
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all,
the
until
the customary excuses, but
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Ity with the prisoner at the bar than bling
This Earned Him an Eight Year Sen
that four of these have already ex- become a Btate. His long residence
Next Year.
with the Judge on the bench, yet he generally the latter two are but a is to blame?
tence In the Penitentiary From
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revenue
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for
and
moral
all
but
there
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this,
Is,
place,
that august potentate and may have
at any time a greater responsibility story is so old, Is told so frequently versy demonstrates once more the ports for 1900 gave the number of at- as some one has to be appointed we mated revenue for 1910 therefore is
San Antonio, Texas, Dec. 2b. Will
$159,608.31.
and bo persistently, that the man or truth of the saying of Barnuin that torneys in the First judicial district as prefer him to a new man."
lmopsed on him.
Woods, sentenced last January t
The warrants Issued from Decemnumwoman who does not see the point, the American public loves to be hum- "forty-four.this
Since
then,
serve an eight year term In the fed
"In some court rooms, when disenThe El Paso Herald presents an ir ber 1 1908, to December 8, 1909, being
wouldn't be benefited by being asked bugged. Nine of every ten Americans ber has Increased to more than "fifty"
eral penitentiary for embezzling and
gaged from the actual trial of any to take his or her
$1,283,970.22. nnd the total collections
daily paper every swore by Cook and swore at Peary and practically all except those "thir- refutable argument when it says:
case and awaiting summons to the
misappropriating the funds of the de
and analyze the stories of crime, nnd yet, in this like so many other teen" have written strong recommen
to statehood for the being $1,255,931, tho shortage on
Opposition
day
Jury-box- ,
funct Woods National Bank, has
the Juror Is often forced to
of accidents, of linhapplnesa, of di- Instances, the voice of the people was dations to Attorney General Wicker- two territories has not a single valid
1909
Is
for
The indi made
$28,039.22.
application for a writ of error
sit among criminals, witnesses, loaf- vorces, of court trials, of events that not that of truth nor that of God. sham
to
it.
sustain
number
The
argument
cated
on
and
In
the estimates
shortage
expressing their confidence
to the United States circuit court of
ers, and
persons attracted bring shame, sorrow and disgrace to Because Peary was indignant and Judge McFle, his
of
never
Senators
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bear
1909
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any
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for
and
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past experience
experience,
to the court by business or curiosity; some one, ln order to find the cause called Cook names, the public took
appeals at New Orleans. Woods was
learning, his impartiality, his integ tion to the population of the different $177,647.53,
convicted by the federal court of this
though In some court rooms separate and to reason whether it would not Bides agalnKt him, yet, the average
slates.
The
of
the
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It
original
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for
revenue
The
estimated
1910,
rity.
very significant, that
city, nnd tho circuit court of Louisiseats are provided for the tempor- be well to eliminate that cause.
Individual In that nubile would have Just
after two local lawyers had states varied all the way from Ten-ii- based on the revenue of 1909, with tho ana, to which nn appeal had beea
called his own brother worse names
ary disengaged jurymen.
see's 35.000, Delaware's 59,000, nnd Increase In valuation made
the petition against Judge Mc
the
signed
by
taken recently, nfflrmcd the Bentence
"The Juror is sworn to render his
The building of a standard gauge than Peary called Cook, If that broth Fle, that the New Mexican the follow- Rhode Island's 68,000, up to New boaid of equalization, according to the Imposed. The action now tnken is the
verdict according to the evidence sub- railroad by the Denver and Rio Grande er attempted to rob him of the credit ing
found that two suit a had been York's 340,000, North Carolina's 393,. auditor nnd treasurer, Is $1,709,088,43.
day
neceBsary preliminary to taking the
mitted to him and the law In the case. Company up the Chama river from of a much smaller achievement than filed In the district court In the Inter- 000, Pennsylvania's 434,000, nnd VirThe stnte of the appropriations Is case before the United States su747.000.
In Pennsylvania, at least, by decision Chamila to El Vado, would seem to that of discovering the North Pole, an ests of one
ginia's
therefore,
Virginia,
first-clas- s
approprialiquor firm at Albuquerpreme, court. It was shown at the
aeiiievement upon which Peary hud
had one Senator to 370,000 people, then given. The
of the supreme court of that state, the New Mexican to
signalize the
his life, his fortune and his que, one being filed by one lawyer while Tennessee had one Senntor to tions amount to $1,135,411,10; the un- trial that Woods bad carried 011 the
the Jury Is declared the Judge of the opening of a fine agricultural, timber
and the other by another, showing
paid balances tire $749,948.70. The affairs of the bank, of which he was
reputation.
law as well as of the evidence In crim- nnd mining
how carefully and Judiciously the li- 17,000 people.
second-clas- s
region that would in a
cashier, ln a very irregular manner.
appropriations are f
"If the population ratio had ever
inal trials. By what fine-spureason- Bhort time add materially to the pasthe unpaid balances are
Among other things the evidence disMeasles are considered a serious quor Interests know how to distribute been applied to the Senate, we should
ing the administration of Justice In senger and freight receipts of the en-tt- i disease
their
third-class
rewards.
closed that various members of his
The
a
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nevbut
few
have
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no
only
by
people
no
no
wost,
civil causes mny be considered to Inexpansion,
However, It is idle to waste any development.
prising system that has done so ertheless, in Pennsylvania last venr.
are $794,432.38; the unpaid balances family had an unusual number of
volve different principles, the special much for the
bank books and deposits in the Instiare $538,003.29.
development of Colorado. 1,157 deaths occurred from this dis-Th- e space on that gentry for the depart"The
west
needs
Senators
in
pro-itlogic of the legal mind will no doubt
building of such a line. wo'iM nat- - ease which Is so much less deadlv ment of JiiBtlco at Washington Is well
tution, one of them no less than
to
resources
its
portion
and
discover; but in criminal trials In I'i'aily brlns In Its train the standardFuneral of Slyvester Garcia The
than Is scarlet fever and diphtheria, Informed and thero Is not the least portunltles, Its undeveloped
if it Is not bo else- izing of the narrow gauge from Santa the other two
Pennsylvania,
of and its unoccupied land.
funeral of Slyvester Garcia, who died
contagious diseases to doubt about the reappointment
where, It would seem as If the su- Fe to Antonlto, Colo., for which this which childhood
"More western
Senators
mean at Albuquerque of pneumonia, took . ,8ult on $6,000 Note lu the district
especially Is subject. Judge McFle to the bench, who has
court
has relegated the sitting city has hoped so many years and And yet, the medical
preme
Is been given the most magnificent and greater national development broad- place yeBterday.
He leaves a wife court nt El Paso, J. H. Byrd has filed
fraternity
Judge to the position of a sort of pre- which it believes would mean for It pretty well agreed that sanitation, hearty endorsement by the bar and er national policy, more
nation and two children. A relative, Rov, suit agnlnst J. F, Mitchlm for $0,000
rapid
siding officer or chief clerk or upper the advent of a new epoch of growth public cleanliness
and quarantine the public that any territorial Judge al progress, and material and moral Thomas Hurwood officiated at the fun on a note. Felix Martinez is one of
bailiff, to keep order In the court and and progress.
has ever filed at the national capital. gains to the oldor cast."
could stamp out all three diseases.
eral.
the lndorsers.
to
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strlctlvo legislation and give us a
Ciianee.
s
.Uoul of our railroads are mere
of what a railroad should be,
and what It must bo- to keep abreast
of (he country. Yet even the poore'st
serves a useful purpose and cannot
be spnred. An eminent authority has
Bald that five thousand millions
of
dollars would be required to supply
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Address By President E. P. Ripley!
Taking the Census Is Not a Political
j
of the Santa Fa System at
Job But Means Business In
OF
New York.
Every Phase.
Circumstances over wlilch I had no
control caused me to be liorn with a
22.
President
Dec,
Washington,
to think consent.
No Hitch in the Confirmation (CllHtinrtor Inability
Taft's ringing address to the census
talk coherently, In a stand
lively,
Must Be Made by March
supervisors, from the eastern BtateB.
of U. S.Land Office
ing position nnd before an audience.
the transportation needs of the next In conference here, was Intended not
First Or Settlers May
Seated on tho small of my back
decade, and I do not believe It is an only for them, but, also for all the
Appointments
with my feet on the desk, I sometimes
Lose Homes
overestimate.
Can
be
other sunervinniH for tho riin.il.tnion
private capltul
think 1 nni thinking, but when I get
1 J,
fi.uiid to that amount unless "public for enumerators'
,
places, the nolltl- before nn audience I am like the lit.'1
'
sentiment Is willing to assure It of elans, nnd the world In general. He
OVER tle steamer
OTHER
plying on the Sangamon
A portion of the public 1st said;
return.'
TUX
TROUBLES
t
river that hud a
holler and u
for facilities
clamoring
Involving! "I am very clad tn see von. You
twelve-foo- t
whistle when bIiii whistto
additions
expenses, another number about u third of the force ap
to
Both Houses of Congress Con led sho stopped. But my weakness,
y . i great
portion for limitation of earnings. on which we have to rely to tnke the Two Suits in District
Court
or rather one of my weaknesses, h
Will the Investor consent to accept census. I
sidering Seriously the
expressed my opinion about
Illustrate Folly of Being
susceptibility to flattery; and when
the
to
risks
us
while
limited
the
of
Letter.
strictly
"
character
your duties when
Ballinger
one of your officers
;
represented In
his return? Since the public may do wrote a letter to Mr. Durand. I did
Delinquent.
of
honeyed phrase the Importance
rut
It will with us and since we ar
.is
not
that
write
letter
nomjust for tho fun
your particular stress upon tho Im
Washington, Dec. 21. The
necessary to the public, we may prop-- ,,f having It published. I wrote It to
Governor Curry today sent Ions
inations of M. It. Otero to be register portance of my saying something, I
l
If ,v r
viy cull attention to the fact that be a genuine Instruction to you. and telegrams to Chief Forester Gilford
I know tho result
Hud Fred Muller to be receiver of the weakly yielded.
Investments
railway
already pay lessil hone von will all observe It t knnn Plncho In reference to the throwing
federal land ollice at Santa Fe, and will be disappointing, but the responthan any other line, and to ask what If you pursue it, It will be an easy
open to land office entry of the region
f Manuel Martinez to be receiver, sibility is only partly mine, and you
' to be done really It Is finite as course for
you. If you don't observe south of the Pecos foi38t reserve, in
uiid Kdwurd W. Fox to be register at know we railroad men get so little
iiiui'h
as
ours.
affair
the
I
publlc'B
then
I
It,
will
observe you.
know, the vicinity of Son Miguel, San Mithe land office at Clayton, Union flattery that when property admluls- Is It certain that the mixture of of course, there will be
pressure.
'
guel county, and which had been withcounty, were reported favorably to- - tered the result 1b intoxicating.
und
regulaot
private
have
ownership
most
public
of
v
you
".Many
you
Also let me stale in extenuation of
dav by the committee on public lands.
tion which la now prevalent will suc- been recommended by Congressmen, drawn from entry with the Intention
of Including it In the Pecos forest reIn the absence of the chairman of the the crime I am about to commit that
ceed? is It not contrary to all rules nnd It may bo that some of these
committee on judiciary, no action has tho subject was not of my own selec-beeof political economy and to all the Congressmen will come to you and ex serve. The land Is to be thrown open
s
was
nouilnabut
chosen
on
the
for
nie. My
tion,
on March 1 next, year, but It Is feartaken thus far
teachings of history? Starting as a peer, because they did recommend
of Judge W. H. Pope to be chief ural disposition In discussing
purely private industry It has been ap- you, thai you owe them something In ed that many of the settlers who have
roads
and
be
the
lo
is
to
Foraker
while
public
M,
growl,
Crelghton
propriated In pnrt, nnd other parts the way of selecting men as enum- thus far failed to file their small hold
'U. S. marshal or Joseph E. Morrison If I understand your officers' wishes
nie
Grunting erators who will help them In tlic-l- t ings will lose their homes, or be sub
apparently to follow.
to be V. S. district attorney for Arl- I am here expected to "purr."
whatever may be claimed for the ad- - C'ougrcHslouul election. You have got ject at least, to contest proceeding
But while a better man might have
sona, and confirmation will not take
4
sense and discretion. You unless they make tho necessary fil
vantages or regulation by government, to use
place until reconvening of Congress- been selected to Buy it, there is much
do not equity and ordinary coiumer-- have got to select tho men that you ings by March 1.
to
be
the
hollto
as
said
railroads
and
Id Januury after the Christmas
Notaries Public Appointed.
ciul decency requite that such close think will do the work, nnd if you
lie opinion.
Governor Curry today appointed as
restriction and supervision should be catch the nuloiug political work I
InIn
this
the
the
rule
of
country
people
;
The letter of Secretary
accompanied by some guaranty of re-- 1 wish you to remove them, Just as I notaries public. James E. Swepston.
terror R. A. Ballinger relating to- and In the long run that system, that
turn?
j will remove you If I catch you doing
Artesla, Eddy county; Thomas W.
or
method
does
that
that
Interior
departpersonality
the
I have endeavored to sketch briefly
charges against
Hauna, l.aray, Santa Fe county.
work. It Is business,
political
atten- - not meet the approbation of the pub- '
serious
: B'S lj?Tw
-- w3
-the
Is
IT
f
.ft,
receiving
,).
i am not quarreling with the Conincut,
what should be the attitude
of the
Incorporation Amendment.
lie cannot BUcceeJ. True, the public
lion of both Houses of Congress.
man
man
toward gressmen. Each man is looking for
as a railway
The Grant Oil and Gas Company o
railway
46.
J. JW
Former District Attorney Jeremiah la often fooled; true, It "gets oil on
the public. I am sure I voice the sen all the aid he can get to get back Roswell today filed In tae office of
at the wrong foot" as often perhaps as
I.eahy left today for" his home
timent of all managing railroad off- Into his place, and I am not objecting Territorial Secretary Xa'han Jaffa, an
on tne right; true. It has to be guid- Huton.
icers when 1 say that our great desire to the efforts In that direction. But amendment to Its incorporation papers
and
at
times
ed,
controlled,
abruptly
Not
Get
Collectorshlp.
Vilioen Will
Is to please the public nnd to give It you are the
its capitalization
from
gentlemen that I want increasing
It
Washington, Dec. 21. Upon the stopped by those authorities which
the best possible service for the least to make responsible,, through Mr. $500,000 to $1,000,000.
for that purpose;
has
selected
Postmaster
yet!
A
of
CHANCE
TO AID
representations
operation, and a year of nursing be possible compensation consistent with U u rand, for taking this census, and Insurance Company Seeks Admission.
A HELPLESS CRIPPLE.
eral Hitchcock, It has been finally ie-c- -- the fact remains that the government The Oklahoma National Life Insur
given the use of her (eel, can run and reason, uisoriminaiions nave long you are the gentlemen I rely upon,
is the people, that CongresB, the legelded not to give the customs co
since passed away and nobody is bet- and If I can't rely upon you. then I ance
play like other children.
ana even the courts are Children's Home
Company of Oklahoma City,
X ;w Islaturea
mnn
Albuthan
ter
of
the
railroad
torshlp at El Paso, Texas, to a
tun g.iing to direct Mr. Durand to let Okla., has
Society
plensed
The Children's Home Society, an
applied to Insurance ComMexico man, but to permit the Ti sis keenly alive to public sentiment and
no
to
Is
Starts a Charitable
so.
Is
It
desire
that
querque
There
I
It
nie
know
will see
about It, and
missioner Jacobo Chaves for cerorganization which Is trying to save
anxious not to stray far from the line
or
I
either
Republican organization to name the
Movement,
him
regula
can't
out
escape
responsibility
with
somebody tificate permitting it lo engage in bushelp
the orphan and homeless children
UI lJUUc unimuu.
eHnrildate.
In the southwest, which has tlon. We desire to accord only Jus- else.
Our forefathers recognized the da
iness In Xew Mexico.
Shall wo make little Minnie a anywhere
we
Controversy Reaches Climax.
return
in
ask
jusand
"I
only
census.
In
tice,
this
take
in
great
pride
good
District Court.
already placed many children
21.
President ger that the majority would not nec- Christmas
Dec
tice.
I now, as a citizen, appeal I believe we can make It the best
Washington.
of her feet?
May
present
found
littl
this
homes for adoption,
Suit was filed In the district court
Taft today yielded to the demands of essarlly be right but might often be- Little Minnie is two years and six
to the railway employe, to the mem- census that has been taken, if we take
this
work
P. J.
surgical
girl, and although
i.nth
secretary Ballinger and his wrong, and sought to provide safe- months old.
bers of this association, and to all it as a cansus, and do not use It nnd for Santa Fe county today by
Is not ordinarily a part of its work,
critics for a public Investigation of guards for the rights of the minority,
other good citizens, to resist to the ut- regard it as incidental to something Franklin of Colorado Springs, against
She has never been able to walk, could not
so
sho
la
and
her
But
by,
these
sre
pass
Francisco de Anaya, et al., Including
safeguards
obviously
the whole subject matter underlying
most of their powers the encroach- else.
only to slide herself along the floor.
now In the care of the society nt the
Balllneer-Plnchot
conf growing less efficient, obviously growall settlers and claimants on the La
the
on
ment of government
private
She will never be able to walk, all
"Sow, you are not well paid. This
home.
more sensitive
ius
receiving
weaker,
obviously
land grant of 3,202.79
Is not a business that Is going to en Cieneguilla
troversy.
to that public clamor which for the through the light hearted days of her
There are many other little ones un rights?
acres south of Santa Fe in Sama Fe
Ballinner Serves Ultimatum.
East
Hubbard
of
Aurora,
Elbert
rich
busi
one
Is
of
a
but
it
any
you;
babyhood
tr nallineer this afternoon served moment stands for public opinion lives to beanda girlhood, though she der their care, but Minnie will need New York, recently remarked that ness that is worth doing well, and I county, excepting Jesus M. Romero,
matured woman, she special nurse and expensive care, It
when all safeguards have been
ultl- "When God sent, a current of com- hope it will turn out so that when Eulogio Mora, Pera Narvaiz and Trin'upon the President virtually anan in- - and,
exhausted, it is to public opinion that must be wheeled about or crawl on will cost hundreds of dollars to cure mon sense through the universe most the census Is
mBtus to the effect that such
taken we shall all have idad Romero to quiet title, the plainand
hands
knees.
we
must look at last
her. The society, which Is depend of the reformers wore rubber boots
veatigatlon was Indeed the price of
In the fact that we were a part tiff bavins purchased the grant at tox
pride
Minnie
Is
a
dear
little
with
He
girl
ent on public contributions for its sup- and stood on glass." Our troubles are in
There are two things about which
his remaining in the cabinet.
sale.
taking it, however humble.
One is sunny hair and bright, pretty face. port must have this money given, if with this class
men
made It clear that he was no longer the public is most critical.
In the district court for Santa Fe
"I am glad to meet you, gentlemen.
she
Is
even
now
so
of
ashamed
Only
the
wait
for
the cure Is to be given, they will do who have zeal without knowledge and I would be glad to say this same thing county, in the matter of the estate ol
the management of a newspaper; the
willing to sit silent and
her
to
want
she
and
walk.
When
feet,
care
over.
other the management of a railroad,
the work and give the patient
enthusiasm without sanity. These we to your fellows, but having this op- Mrs. Benlfina Garcia de Delgado, the
thing to blow
she was a babe her father left her necessary.
In his heart the average citizen
Do you want a share In may not reach, but the great mass of
N aldez
President Sorely Disappointed.
and
Manuel
portunity of delivering a Hitle lec- administrators
ad- - iioves that he could
the
mother
who
is
mother,
Is
very
his
poor,
either
Taft
reluctantly
beautiful
Christmas
said,
this
Mr.
it
operate
present? the solid and substantial citizenship ture, I could not restrain myself from Alfredo Delgado, have asked authority
of his daily newspaper or the railroad pass Is herself with her other little girls, Sunday and day schools. Benevolent may perhaps be Induced to stop and doing so. I mean every word I have to
mitted the disappointment
give deed to J. S. Candelario for
would Ing through his town
murh better needing to depend on the charity of Societies, lodges and individuals are consider whither we are drifting and said."
hopes that the country at large
property sold Mrs. L. A. Harvey for
asked to send their help for this lit whether this greatest o. all the counaccept as final hiB own vindication of than It Is being operated. He would her neighbors for a living.
$1,300 and by the latter to J. S. Can
this
Mr. Ballinger in his dismissal of the perhaps hesitate to announce
Poor, crippled little Minnie; how tie girl. Make out your check or try's Industries Is being fairly treated. HEAVY RUN OF ALL THE
delario
for $1,470. at the corner of
secre- opinion, but his attitude is coldly sad if she were our little
MARKETS
LAST WEEK. Burro alley, the sale being necessary
daughter or money order to Dr. C. E. Lukens, su
charges brought against the
Is to be remembered
Children's Home So- WOMAN MERELY DRANK
..
sister.,
perintendent
t,ary of the Interior by L. R. Glavls, critical, and It
to pay $1,900 ot delinquent taxes owed
A GLASS OF BEER.
the former special agent of tho land- that the railroad is all out of door- s- Can she ever he cured?
ciety, Albuquerque, Xew, Mexico, or
Livestock Report of J. A. by the estate. Permission is also ask
Special
inout
Is
in the weather; everything
all
The doctors say she can, no less an. ask the editor of your paper to send
office, and his conclusion that the
ed to sell other real estate in order to
Rlckart and Clay Robinson &
I
ve8tlgat!on demanded by both sides about to be exposed in the limelight authority than the chief surgeon of It for you, full credit will be given, Sequel Was That She Was Drugged,
raise the additional $000 in taxes
Company.
I
visible
and
to
naked
was Inevitable.
eye, the Santa Fe, Dr. J. P. Raster, has the editor ot this paper knows about
anybody's
Assaulted, Robbed and Mdltrtal- Stock Yards, Dec. 22. owed by the estate.
Kansas
City,
no
There
is
Demanded.
human
the
Measures
Heroic
activity
oper outlined an operation by the cele- the work being done and freely gives
ed By Unknown Mn.
Water Rights Applications;
There was a heavy run of cattle at
in this ation of which Is attended with so brated
Mr. Ballinger's attitude
bloodless method of surgery, this space to aid the cause of
Denver, Colo.. Dec. 22. Drugged, all the markets last week, caused by
Applications have been filed In the
matter has the support of leading Re- - much publicity. All our earnings and whereby she can in a thrice repeated
placed in a taxicab and taken to the the difficulties of feeders In the corn office of Territorial Engineer Vernon
Dublicana in both branches of Con- - expenses are published, ail our charglower part of the city, where she was belt account of severe winter weath
Sullivan for 187 second feet out of
gress Senators and Representatives, es and all our methods the Bubjectassaulted and relieved of her jewelry er coming before a great many of the Las Animas river near Farming- or other- Ileve
who feel that, entirely apart from the of regulation, Intelligent
scars
the
of
con
railroad
managers. ment regulation, the
by most
and money, Miss Bessie Arnold, aged them were prepared for it, and the ton, San Juan county, for a power
merits of the controversy Itself, a wise.
argued that the business was diet remuln and a, large section of 21, was left partially clothed In the worst break of the year on fed project that will develop 4400 horse. w Jr. Vanderbilt They
M
0
festering sore of this character must
like any other business that each in the public still suspects and misjudg basement of 1471 Tenth street. She steers was the result. The loss on power at a cost of $6,000 for the plant,
poison the whole system of the party journeying to Chicago, was met on terest must look out for itself, and es us. It is true, of course, that In was found several hours later, uncon fed steers was 40 to 75 cents, and
the power to be used for pumping for
in power, and that it is nign time the 0utskrt8 ot the city uy an ell(er. that competition between the roads the rapid development of our business scious and
nearly dead from exposure cows and heifers declined about halt
and for electric light purto resort to the lance.
prising reporter for a dally paper, would prevent rates from being too und In the exigencies of a most ex by two boys who reported the mat- as much. Range beef steers held up irrigationAlso by G. W. Summons and
poses.
These doctors, qetermineu 10
who boarded the train and forced
there have been ter to the police.
acting
profession
steers,
high.
fed
than
more
C. C. Pltral for 2.2S second feet from
nearly steady
wound, have not hesitated to go S,1 lnt0 ,ne nr08tjnce ot Mr, Vander
For myself I may say that I realized abuses and lapses, but I am here to
The entire affair Is shrouded In and Blockers and feeders lost only 10 the Hondo river in Chaves county, to
to the White House and Impress their bilt and his party and demanded
of
maintain
fair
that the standards
The
from an early period that discrimina
be diverted by a canal one and a half
mystery. But little Information can bo to 25 cents during the week.
views upon Mr. Taft. Conferences of news on behalf of "The Public." Prob
as to rules was unjust and At no dealing and commercial honesty In secured
assailant. run today Is 6000 head, here, about miles long at a cost ot $600.
regarding her
a confidential character in wnicn ably Mr. Vanderbilt, resenting the in tion
in
our
as
as
been
business
have
high
to laws forbidding it.
as heavy as a week ago, and
Since hearing the story as told by
members of the cabinet, party leaders trusion, said something uncompli time objected
any other, and I appeal to you who Bit Miss Arnold after she had sufficiently all the markets are lightly supplied,
The interstate commerce law was
LAND FRAUD CASE
In both Houses and the President him mentary to the reporter and possibly
table to say if it be not so.
this
around
to 25 higher today
regained consciousness, the police are and prices are 10
SUMMARILY
DISMISSED.
self have participated, nave been neiu- t0 the -- pulilic" he claimed to irepre- passed in 1887. It was crude Incomits
But, whenever sins may be laid at
are
steers
beef
Colorado
as
result.
a
effort to ascertain the
in the last few days, 'iney cuinnnai- gent an(1 tle next ,6Sue of thttt pa)er provisions and was the result of
our door, however much we may have making every
choice
some
1.30
to
$
at
J3;
for
conthe party responsible
selling
Federal Judge Lewis Rules That
once believed that ours was a private Identity of
ed today when Secretary Hainnger. qll0tej hm in 8care headlines as us- promises between radicals and
Colorado feeders at $5, stockers $4 to
the young woman's condition.
servatives. It sought both to foster business to be controlled
Letter Could
Attorney (ienerai wicsersnam anu ,ng .,he pnrase .The puulc he damn
$.'!.50 to
exclusively
heifers
cows
and
and
Miss
$4.35
to
In
told
the
and
by
to
It,
abolish
story
and
According
Net Be Introduced.
Postmaster General Hitchcock met in e(, ,
Mr Vanderbilt
subsequently competition remains still contradlct- - by Its owners, however much we have Arnold,
New Mexico cows are selling
in
$4.75.
a
dance
attended
she
had
that
respect
Mr. Wlckersham's office and proceed- denielj having said it, but whether
resented or still reBent the InterferShe went to the at SS.10 to $3.60, canners $2.75 to
Judge
Denver, Dec. 22. Federal
ed thence to the White House where he
ence of the public as manifested In the Club building.
or not ani whatever may have ry and impossible.
woman
with
a
dance
friend, but not $;'..13, bulls around $3.23, heavy calves Lewis yesterday discharged the dePreslthe
law, that the various governing bodies, It Is
Upon the passage of
the matter was laid before the
been hlB provocation, the phrase has
The
$S.
to
veals
$0.30
to
$5.50.
$4.50
friend
there
the
her
arrival
al-- .
after
long
on
him
trial
before
for
as
fendants
looked
had
been
hlch
upon
per after all the public that Is master.
dent.
for nearly forty years been used as
break last week was only temporary
Calls Situation intoierame.
not leged coal land frauds in Routt counIndicative of the railway man's atti-Mr- fectly proper and as the working of and we must all recognize it. It Is, disappeared.after
could
cattle
run
as
of
a
the
big
met
she
midnight
Shortly
The proceedings came to a close
natural competitive forces became il- however, still our privilege to exerBallinger told the President, It tud(J toward nla patrons. .
on coming, and the ty.
criminal. The railroads cise our right as citizens and mem- man who proposed that he accompany possibly keep
Is said, that the situation had become
Mlm venra D0 the la(e Oeoj ire R. legal and
of when United States District Attorney
substantial
recovery
nnd
she
quick
She
her
home.
instating
declined,
intolerable to him and that, though ma,R.hard, being on the witness stand generally accepted the law and made bers of the body politic to use our efto Thomas Ward, Jr., attempted to
company nnd that his services prices today gives encouragement
a letter alleged to have been
troduce
the constant charges against him had at Albany, was asked what was the an honest effort to observe It. The forts to guide it. Acknowledging, as had
will
market
were not needed. Nothing more was cattle feeders than the
written by one of the defendants to J.
come from irresponsible people, he C()rJoct uusi8 tor making freight rates mercantile community did not. In we must, that tho public is
said regarding the matter at that time hold up good from now on.
an
could no longer sit supinely by and ani1 replled, "What the traffic will deed they openly defied it, soliciting
the question is, "How may we
to tne W. Atwell, a "dummy" entryman,
lambs
arrived
and
Sheen
either.
the court sustained the objection of
In Justice to himself, he felt com- ijear" a most excellent answer, but rebates unblushlngly und threatening satisfy our masters nnd thus mitigate by
week
last
head
amount
31,000
of
the defense to the Introduction on the
Later Miss Arnold claims she was
pelled to Insist upon an Investigation.- ft lnost uuf0rtunate one for it has with the loss of their tonnage those our woes nnd preserve our properties.
fair run for the second week in DeThe President was given to under- nnBSPrl into history as mennlns: "All oads which would not succumb. The
First. We must realize, ns I think seated at a table drinking beer when cember, nnd the market closed the ground that It was self incriminating
Commission, we all do (after a series of very hard the stranger entered the room and week without much net change in and took awny constitutional rights.
stand that Mr. Ballinger s aemano he t.affl(, wl) uear. whlch l8 a VBry Interstate Commerce
chair beside her. Another
new to Its duties, contented Itsell knocks), that tho railroads are not rew up
cnrr'ed with it the endorsement of different thing,
fluctuations were Judge Lewis also held that the deeds
Hitchlink was ordered and drunk. From prices, althoughthan
from several of the defendants to the
1th comparatively unimportant de strictly private property, but subject
both Mr. Wickersham and Mr.
Such things as these, distorted as
more evident
during the pre Cnion Land
Miss
noth
that
Arnold
time
on,
said,
Company, which the prosto cisions and practically did nothing to to regulation by the public through
6000
cock. It is known tonight that he they may have been, conspired
is
week.
vious
Supply today
has tho sympathy also of other mem inflame public opinion, but that is not help those railroads which desired t3 regularly constituted authorities. ing was clear lo her, she was not head market steady. Some Colorado ecution held to have been frauduhonestly to carry out the provisions That the government may reduce our wholly conscious of what was going lambs sold at $7.75 today, but $S lent, could not be introduced to show
bers of the cabinet.
all.
It is the custom und the privilege of the law, and, as a result, within earnings nnd Increase our expenses on nor could she comprehend what would not be an outside price for the conspiracy.
Senate Will Inquire,
was being said about her.
It la snld all the other big land
year of the passage of the law It has been 'sufficiently proved.
Washington, D. C. Dec. 21. The 0f men mst middle age to he remlnlschoice lambs. Arkansas valley yearA
She cluiins she remembers being as- lings sold up to $7.15 last Thursday, fraud cases set for trial may now bo
Senate today practically decided upon cent, and I ask your Indulgence for a was quite generally disregarded.
Second. To meet this situation we
very brief history of the events that few railroad men were fined, a few must endeavor to get In touch with sisted down stairs and placed In s highest price this season for yearlings dismissed.
an inquiry In the Balllnger-Plncho- t
and almost im
controversy by adopting a resolution have led us to our present Btatus. My shippers convicted
opinion. Perhaps you will tnxlcnb but did not hear the address and wethers are worth $3.25 to $j.io.
law fell public
smile when I say that for years I given by her escort to the driver. ewes $4.80 to $5.23. Several ship- WEDDING BY LONG
introduced by Senator Flint of Call- - railroad experience began about forty mediately pardoned and the
a
condition
disgraceDISTANCE TELEPHONE.
have read every article on railroad How long they rode, she claimed, she ments of nen fed lambs from' the
fornla calling for all papers bearing, years ago, and the railroad business into disrepute,
ful alike to the government, the ship- matters In each of the
come San Luis valley are en route, and
papers pub- could not tell. She did partially
tinon the case. Senator Jones of Wash- - was then much like any otner oust
disthe
and
and
the
at Pecos Unites Couple
Minister
lo
me
roads,
when
with
Texas
her
especially
as oia
pers
senses, however,
will be on the market tomorrow,
lished along our ten thousand miles
lngton, stated if no one else should ness It had Us price list
at Toyah Twenty Miles
like the merchant, It tasteful to the latter, but exactly of road not an easy task for a busy machine stopped and she was assist prospects of landing on a good spot,
propose a resolution of Inquiry he merchant; but,
hat was to be expected.
Away.
had Its discounts for large shippers
If quality Is up to representations of
man but while I have waded through ed out.
would do so after the holidays.
The result was the passage of the much chaff, I am sure It has resultand for special conditions, and the
Pecos. Texas, Dec. 22. Rev. H. M.
Her assailant,
according to the owners. Some goats have sold latecalled Elklns bill and later of tho ed In some reforms.
discounts were irregular and various.
story, then dragged her through the ly nt $3.90 to $4.25, and feeding Smith of Pecos last night performed
DEADLY COAL MINE
Tho large shippers demanded conces- Hepburn bill, which, while amateur
The avoidance of action yard, in the rear of 1471 Tenth Btreet lambs from New Mexico sold at $8.50 a wedding ceremony by long distance
EXPLOSION IN OKLAHOMA.
Third.
and the principle was ish and iu many ways vicious, have
a
a long flight of stairs lead- weighing under 50 lbs. other feeding telephone, united Miss Dorothy FlowMcAlsster, Okla., Dec. 22. An ex- - sions as right,
seriously counter to public opinion and down
ers and Kyle Lovejoy, who were staHo took her lambs at $0.40 to $6.75.
ioinVnm,rrort nf Rnmnlo'a number generally admitted. Nuturally, the effectually stopped the rebate system except for compelling reasons.
ing Into the basement.
..
n
result for which we may all be
tioned nt a telephone at Toyah, twen
m.u..
diamond ring, which she values at
Clay, Robinson Report.
two coal mine thrbe miles from here renuu. w
Tho disposition to explnln
Fourth.
last
bad
week
trade
thankful
the
After
to
prices ty miles away. Each held a receiviavor
her poeketbook, containing
$100
at noon today. Many miners are re- - railroads aesirea especially
these reasons through officers and $25. and
Re- er to the ear
25
cents
15
to
all
have
that
rilled
controversies
Ultlthe
In
higher.
HI1UIUCI
one
as
and replied to the ques
today
llgllliiai
all grades. Generally
ported hurt.
in the nature ot things secret roles led up to this almost complete con employes of
ceipts today were 4,800. Best beef tions of (he clergyman nt the other
Five Injured.
come
criticisms
from
the
loudest
to ever'hody. trol of railroad earnings and railroad
steers $8 lo $9; medium to choice, end of the wire. Then they clasped
two of colll1 not we" be glven
CENTS
Five men were Injured,
those who are not anxious to know TWENTY-FIVto $5; hands nnd together heard the minisNOtioay regnrueu tuese secret nues policies by government agencies, tho
FOR 1910 CLIP. $5.50 to $7.50; best cows $4
them seriously, in an explosion ni
the
truth.
But as railroads have as a rule acted in acmedium $3 to $4; beBt bulls $3.25 to ter pronounce thorn mnn and wife.
as criminal or objectionable.
21.
local
Dec.
Tho
Mass.,
Cougler's mine No. 2 near here today, time
to
Boston,
Kffurts
service
Fifth.
to
improve
$7.50; good to
$4.25; best veals $6
passed nnd these discriminations tive opposition. They have not been
became more frequent and greater miunlinous some of us were willing in many cases without hope of re- wool mniket has regained its activity, choice heavy feeders $4.30 lo $5.50; LEOPOLD'S LAST WISH
YOU CAN CORE THAT BACKACHE
there arose a demand from the lesa to nccept It long before It became a ward and for the deliberate purpose especially In California and quarter-bloo- good to choice stock steers $3.75 to
IS DISREGARDED,
fleeces.
The demand is mostly $4.25; good to choice stock heifera
such as
Pain along the back, dizziness, head- favored portion of the Bhlpplng com fact, but the majority could see noth- of winning public approval,
Brussels, Dec. 2J. The body of
from the woolen mills and the grados $3 to $5.50; good to choice stock steer
and
1b too
better
In
the
stations,
o
heating
Improved
It
It
but
disaster.
for
forbidding
pack-nwa
legislation
munity
early
ing
ache and general languor. Get
Leopold was placed today In a royal
r.1 Mother Orav's AUSTRAUAN- - discriminations and providing for like to say which was right.
Perhaps an lighting devices, better equipment, hlthorto unsaleable aro being cleaned cnlves $4 to $5; good to choice stock burial vault In the church of St.
all. This was strenu- earlier acceptance of control would better terminal facilities, separation up. Values are well maintained. Wyo- heifer calves $3.50 to $4.50.
for
cure
opportunity
root
and
herb
nleusant.
the
i.tUF
MisJJ at Laekln, the suburban resishippers have made the control more lenient; of grades, etc. nil with due regard ming is selling In original bags at 25
dence of the royal family. The fun
for all Kidney, Bladder and Urlnay ously opposed by the favored
thoBe
of
whose
to
Ohio
to
quarter-bloo27
the
while
men
who
money
No
cents,
rights
Respecter of eral and burial were conducted with
perhaps its earlier acceptance would,
City Authorities
When you feel nil run and by those railroad
troubles.
e
fleces are held at 35 cents. Consideron tho other hand, have bound the we are spending.
Person The city authorities of Ros-wetired weak and without energy Heved the railroad to be purely a
pomp nnd ceremony of which the
to
In
Is
reInterest
amendable
also
manifest
not
and
able
more
fine
us
fact
all
Ihese
But
As
meet
Institution
chains
the
vate
do
we
on former state Is callable despite the wish exa
pulled
have Imposed
tightly.
things,
this remarkable combination of
comIs
was
1910
wool.
the
to
not
the
for
It
as
baslo
W.
mains
the
while
its
law
reamhabit
of
for
his
J.
clip
a
Kncournge
half
Stocknrd
Bidding
charges.
mots.
on
that,
principle
As
way.
wiring
Mayor
tMin T,mi,
by the monarch in his will,
ar of absolute equality ns to rates has rushing Into abuse. Try to consider snld to be fairly active In the west, al- building without taking out a license, pressed
that the obsequies be of the simplest.
lntor it haB no equal. Mother Gray's mon enough to hear It Beriously
en- been accepted by the railroads gladly the facts and the difficulties.
was
25 and is Bulng at the rate ot six propthe
is
This
the
there
of
that
larger
shipper
gued
holding
price
Is
though
sold
bv
A holiday was proclaimed and thouDruggists
A.r.tian.L.af
hv mnit for M cents. Samnle titled to the lower rate. This view and In all good faith and they have for the public IntereBt as well as for cents is not attractive to local
erty owners a day for falling to make sands of pecrsons filled the streets
waB nell b? ma,iy shippers and I ha- also accepted the principle of govern- - ours.
Oppose unnecessary and re- sewer connection.
Co Le Roy N. Y.
during the services.
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER

23, 1909.

Personal Mention.
have ben seen on the Pecos forest
A wild lion and bear are
reserve.
also seen occasionally while deer nie
quite pleutlful.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1909
Hon. H. 0. Bursum Of Socorro, left
yesterday for San Autonlo and his
sheep ranches near Ozanue, eastern
Socorro county.
Mrs. E. Broeckleln of Morlarty. Torto
rance county, came In yesterday
attend the
performance of Princess
'
Bonnie. She was a guest at the Modern.
Jose E. Garcia and Juan A. Gnrcla.
of Saguache Colorado, are In town
having business before the local landoffice.
They are quartered at the CoSheriff H. Denny of Alamogonlo, ronudo.
W. F. Castle and wife, of Stanley,
assisted by deputies J. U Hill, T. A.
southern Santa Fe county, were in
Hnxby and S. H. Niimno, last niftht town yesterday coming to see Prinbrought In a number of prisoners for cess Bonnie. They are guests at the
the penitentiary.
Claire.
W. C. McDonald, the well known
Mrs. Ida H. Gale of Sllverton, Colobusiness
stockman of Carrlzoso, la
rado, is among the sightseers regis
the
visitor In town today, stopping at
tered at the Claire.
Claire. Mr. McDonald is the chairA. T. Joseph, of Los Angeles, Calicattle
sanitary fornia, is in town seeing the sights.
man of the territorial
hnftrd.
He is stopping at the Claire.
w rv names assistant chief of Probate
Clerk E. H. Sweet of Sofor
bureau,
the
of
forestry
grazing
has
corro,
gone to Chicago to spend
nierly member of the legislature in the holidays.
New Mexico and secretary of the
Attorney F. C. Wilson has gone to
territorial cattle sanitary board, has
on legal business.
Albuquerque
irHrmi nf Phoenix. Arizona, after a
Mrs. John P. Wsgner has gone to
lour of Investigation over California IMtsburg. having been called to the
forest reserves.
ledside of her mother who is very di-ill.C. C. Dodge and wife who have
A. W. Seifert. forest ranger of
arIn
Espanola
been visiting relatives
trict No. 5. of the Jeuiez. is in op
Claire.
at
the
rived last night stopping
official business.
They are on their way to Florida on
Harlon Failor and family have
accomwere
A sightseeing
trip. They
moved to Tucson, where they will
as
Santa
far
as
from
Espanola
panied
make their future home.
Fe by M. C. Dodge and wife and R. F.
Attomev General Frank W. Clan
wife.
and
even
Dodge
cy returned to Albuquerque last
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall ing.
of the V. S. Indian Industrial school
Superintendent of Public Instruc
is home from a very luterestin? and tion .1 E. Clark has returned Iroin
to Washington an official visit to Tucumcari.
visit
busy official
where leading Indian bureau officials
Mr. ana Mrs. W. W. Clark, parents
were In conference. Mr. Crandall was of Superintendent of Public Instrucrules
chairman of the committee on
tion J. E. Clark will come to Sanfa
to
and order of business of the meeting. Pe nvxt month from Michigan
A.
T.
Dr.
Federal Sheep Inspector
snend several months in this city as
McCarthy leaves tomorrow morning guests ot Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Clark
on a vacation trip east. From here
Thomas s. huddcu was
he goes to El Haso and thence to an arrival this noon from AlbuquerNew York and Boston, then to his que and was In conference this after
home at Ithaca, New York. He will noon with Governor Curry.
Afti-- r
be accompanied by W. W. Corbett
January 5th. Mrs. C. w. uuowho Is going home to visit relatives row will be nt home at her new resi
at Pittsburg.
dence on Agua Frla street.
Invitations are In the mails for an
Many young Santa Fe people who
are
school
at
expect
have been away
at home by Mrs. E. C. Abbott on next
ed home Saturday and Sunday to Wednesday night.
Among
aoend the Xmas holidays.
A recent article in the Denver Post
Innked fnr are Chalmers M savs: "The many friends of Mr.
thn
Connel and John R. MrFle. Jr., from Josephine De Chemin. a member of
the t'nlversitv of New Mexico at Ai the Woman's Club and of the Daughthunuerqiie; Clinton J. Crandall from ers of the American Revolution, were
the Socorro School 01 Mines: K. u surprised to learn of her marriage a
Wtnsor and F. Gregg from the Agrt short time ago, to Charles V. Dudrow,
r.nitimii College at Mesilla Park;
a lumber dealer of Santa Fe, N. M.
Xliss Etta Moore and Miss E. C. Cran She saiit rood-by- e
to her Denver
lull fmm the Colorado College at
friends and left today for her new
rntnrndo finrlnKS.
home."
Coal Oil Inspector Malaqiilas Mar
Colonel G. W. Prkhard has gone to
tinez left thlB forenoon
to attend court.
Estancla
Louts
Butler McGranathan. a 8t
Judge M. C. Mechem of Socorro,
traveling man, is a guest at the Pa!
spent yesterday at Albuquerque.
ace.
H. S. Arnold Is In from his ranch
H A. FIgger, a Denver traveling
on
the Pecos. He Is a guest at the
Palat
the
town
Is
in
stopping
man,
Claire.
ace.
Carl A. Probst, merchant at Abl- J. H. B. Gllmore Is In from his
Rio Arriba county. Is a guest at
ranch on the Pecos. He Is a guest at qulu,
the Claire.
the Claire.
Edhnr P. A. Soeekinan from Es
Walter Carr of Weldon, Ky., is
tancla, Torrance county, is In town
at
registered
the
sightseers
among
stopping at the uaire.
the modern.
Aniarlo Chaves of Albuquerque, for
H. F. Barnett and wife of Las Vemerly of this city, has returned from
gas are visitors in Santa Fe stopping a
trip to Mexico.
at the Claire.
Hon. Charles A. Sliless. president 01
O. E, Scbofleld of Jacksonville. 111., the
legislative council, came over
Is among the traveling men registerfrom Las Vegas yesterday.
ed at the Claire.
Superintendent of the I'enitenuary
District Attorney Elmer E. Studley James W. Reynolds has returned
, of Raton
has gone to Socorro on per- from a business trip to Chicago.
of
sonal and legal business.
Attorney C. F. Hortenstein
A.
W.
Runch and wife of Denver, Snringer. Colfax county, is in town
a
is
Fe
are enjoying Santa
guest
sights. They on irrigation business. He
are guests at the Palace.
at the Claire.
of
the
Celestlno Garde, a rancher from
President McQueen Gray
Torrance county, Is a visitor to New Mexico University at Albuquerday stepping at the Claire.
que, has gone to Carlsbad to spend
an the Christmas holidays.
James Davidson, representing
The family of Census Clerk ClemAlbuquerque hide and wool firm, Is
here reelstereit t the Claire.
ent Hlghtower has arrived In Santa
Edward Ehle of Las Cruces, former- Fe and has taken possession of the
ly of Santa Fe, spent yesterday at Fink cottage on Gallsteo street.
Las Cruces on real estate business
Mrs. M. H. Patterson and Mrs. R.
Eduardn Lulan of Clayton. Union H. Hyrd left this morning for their
Assist
home at Oklahoma City to spena
county, Is visiting his father,
ant Land Commissioner Mateo Lujan. Christmas In the family circle.
Miss M. Inathan of Cedal Falls,
John W. Klrkpatrick, superintendla., Ib a visitor in town seeing the ent of the territorial reform school
a
sights. She Is quartered at the Pal-ne- at Springer, Colfax county, was
culler at the executive office today.
Amos Hedrlcks, foreHt service man
E. E. Peck, a traveling mnn from
station
Wichita. Kan.. Is In town visiting the frnm the fialllna nlanting
He is quartered at the near Las Vegas, is in town on official
merchants.
Palat
the
is
business. He
quartered
Modern.
W. H. Dearstyne,
representing a ace.
rv K Hartley of StirlnRer. Inter
Denver paper house, is here on one of
in Colfax
his regular visits. He Ib stopping at ested In Irrigation works
county Is in Santa Fe consulting
ttie Palace.
with Territorial Engineer Vernon I,
.1. II. Manby of Trinidad, Colo., Is In
town In conference with his brother, Sullivan.
Ed Ehle, of Las Cruces, formerly
A. R. Manby, of Taos. Ho Is a guest
nf this cltv. arrived In town yester
nt the Palace.
and will remain severMrs. E. E. Wright of Hondo, Lin- day afternoon
al davs selling town lota near Las
coln county, Is In the city for the pur
Cruces. Ho Is stopping at the Claire
pose of placing her two daughters in
District Attorney Alexander Read
the Loretto convent.
Rio Arriba county
Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Hall of An of Tlerra Amarllla.
EBtancIa on Sunday to
of came up from
tonlto, Colo,, former residents
last evening return
Santa Fe, are In town stopping nt the spend the day and
Estancla where he haB consider
Palace, Mr. Hall Is connected with ed to
able legal business,
the forest service.
L.
Bradford Prince
C. V. Bonder of Tlernallllo. arrived
Ililo to attend a meetin town last night, taking quarters at hns gone to El
ing of the board of trustee of the
the Claire. He lias just returned from SpiinlHh-Aniericannramnl school. Dr.
looked
D,
he
where
C,
Washington,
.1. H. Sloan
was unable to attend owafter his fences as candidate for the
ing: to the press of profession busi
XT. S.
mariihalshji).
.limn 7.;unora nf Run Patricio. Lin ness.
Judge John R, McFle returned last
coin county, arrived yesterday over
come up
the New Mexico Central. He is ac evening to Estancla, having
companlod by his niece, Petrlta Sin- on Saturday to attend tne princess
McFle
nej'os. who will enter the Loretto Bonnie performance. Judge
expects that court will continue for
academy.
Charles. V. Rudiiliih of Roclada two or tlireo more weeks. Estancla
crop reporter for the II. S. weather valley people are rejoicing over an
bureau, Is over from Sun Mlsiuel mtilo fall of snow he reports.
"Frank Huhbcll. one of the largest
county today on business with Direct-nr ffi. I.lnnev of the weather bureau. nnd most, gttccoBslul sheep raisers In
Mr, Hiiilulpri reporU that for the first Socorro county, Is in the city tins
time In many years, wild turkeys week. He has purchased several lots

Holt of l.as Cruces,
Attorney H.
Is in town a guest at the Paluoe.
W. D, Shea of the Denver and Kio
(irunde railroad In thlB city, was in
l.as Vegas yesterday.
C. D. Miller of the territorial engineer's office, returned this evening
from Lincoln counly where, he tooli
measurements ot the Bonlto.
of the
H. 13, Hening, secretary
imir,i nf lmnilcratlnn. and member ot
the territorial board of equalization in
in town today a guest at the Palace.
Sheriff Silvlaiio Holval of Rio Arriba county, arrived last night bringing In A. H. Gossett accused of murdering 8 Conover, postmaster at
II.

the French

Weak Vomen
To wwk Mid Rlltnv wnnwi. thew t fX least on
way to help. But with that wny, twouwumnt
count
mu.t Ik ct anbined. On U local, iiu
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BURROWS

CO.

near the stock yards, where he will
begiu the erection Boon of houses,
barns nnd corrals for his use In his
He has placed an
line of business.
the Bocker-Maclavisorder with
Company for a car load of windmills,
Magdaleua
well pipe and casing."
News.

TAX

MILLS REPORT

G01IS-SIONJRGANIZE-

rumor.
This officer located Fort HI. Aguiijo and completed
Louis, built by La
Salle, 111 lliMI,
nt San Antonio.
found two of the assassins
of that most beautiful of all

ED FAVOW
Committee on Territories Re- J. Smith Lee Its Chairman
and H. B. Hening
commends His Confirma- Secretary
. tion by Senate
CONGRESS

ADJOURNS

DEC. 21

GOSSETT

HEARING

SATURDAY

Conference With Cabinet Of- Force Working on Carrizozo-RosweRoad U Increased
ficers on New Mexico Apby Territory.
pointments.
Washington, Dee. 18. The Senate
today agreed to a House resolution
providing for adjournment of Congress from Deceiulier 21 to January 4,
for the holidays.
Favorable Report on Mills Nomination
noiulna-lio- n
Washington. Dec. IB. The
of William J. Mills to he governor of New Mexico was ordered
reported today by the Senate
committee on tenltorles.
The appointment of Judge W.
to he chief Justice, was also reported favorably by the committee
oil territories.
Bill.
Eighth Judicial District
Sliecial to The New Mexican.
Washington, P. C, Dec.
Creel of Mexico Is pressing
the department of state for the early
completion of the Kngle dam project
with
in New Mexico in compliance
the trratj between the two nations.
Introduced
Delegate Andrews today
a bill for the creation of an eighth
Mexico. The
judicial district for New
bill Is similar to the law creating the
suseventh district and gives the
preme court the power to apportion
the districts and. to the President the
right to appoint the judge.
Sando-vh- I
C. 6. Spader of Bernalillo,
eountv. has retired from the maxhome.
shalship contest and started for
The candidates remaining in me raw
are Thomas Hubbell of Albuquerque,
endorsed by Republican organiautlon
leaders; fecundlno Romero of Us
and
Vegas; E. C. Burlte, ot Santa Ke, In- Charles M. Foraker, the present
cumbent.
Mills and National
Chief Justice
Luna were
Committeeman, Solomon
with Attorney General
In conference
Wlckersham over the Judical and V.
and It Is
8 marshal appointments
name ot
practically decided that the
Judge John R. Mcne ana juub"
Frank W. Parker would be sent in tor
They also conferred
reappointment.
with Secretary of the Interior
on the federal land office ap-

a
A. F. Splegelberg has gone on
trip to Denver.
A. Staab lert yesterday on a business trip to Deliver.
L. T. Hardy, the miller from Espanola, Is a guest at the Palace.
M. A. Ross, a surveyor from Albu
querque, is among the guests at the
Claire.
Dr. J. A. Rolls, who for the past
few days. lias been In Denver. Is ex
pected home this evening.
Eduardo Lujan has left for IJis v e-gas and from there will go to his
home at Clayton. X'nfon county.
Civil Engineer W. V. Corbett has
at Brookvllle,
left for his old home
Pa., to spend the Yuletlde holidays.
E. R. Paul of Santa Fe, went to Al
buquerque yesterday on business for
the New Mexico Central.
Leopoldo Martinez nf Albuquerque,
Is among today's visitors stopping at
the Coronado. He is accompanied by
his family.
Jav Turley, civil engineer of Az
tec. San Titan county, formerly of this
city, Is In town or Irrigation matters.
He is a guest at the Claire.
Boyd Winter is home with his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. r. .. winter, rrom
the University of Colorado at Boul- Jcr, to spend the holidays.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
and family left this forenoon for Al
buquerque iroin wneTB lliey win iwi
for Roswell to
over the Belen cut-of- f
spend the Christmas holidays.
Francis C. 'Wilson of Santa Fe, U.
S. attorney for the Pueblo Indians in
New Mexico, was In Albuquerque yesterday on legal business connected
He will return to pointments.
with the office.
Pushing Statehood Bill.
Santa Ke tonlcht.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 16. The
of the San
"D. T. Hosklns, casl-.'.e- r
bill admitting New Mexico
Miguel National bank, returned Satur- statehood
to statehood will unArizona
and
Albuto
from
his
afternoon
trip
day
clear sailing In the
have
his
doubtedly
Har
son,
querque accompanied by
The speakry Hosklns, who is returning to his House of Representatives.
home in this city from El Paso, suf er says: "Crowd the bill through
ot the way of othfering with an attack of appendicitis." early and get It out
Chairman
er important legislation."
Las Vegas Optic.
"C XT. Strong returned
Saturday Hamilton, ot the house committee on
afternoon from Santa Fe, where he territories, has the bill well In nana
went to Join his daughter, who Is tn i nn(i iH meuared to push It through the
attendance at the Sisters of Lorettol.mmiiio and the House at the
academy Miss 8trong will leave to- j eurltpst posslle day. The entire
morrow for Mora, where she will mittpe on territories Is In favor of the
Cam- spend the holidays with her parents." j
an(J pelegates Andrews and
Las Vegas Optic.
eron Rre working like beaverB to have
Joseph P. Schneider of Wayne, 'the tn pass the House at an early
Mich., a nephew of the late Brother iay and wiibout a slngleyote against
Butolph of St Michael's College, was t They believe that If the bill
In the city yesterday
and had the ,iasse8 the House without a vote
pleasure of meeting the brothers of .I1B it that this of Itself will have
the college who made his stay exceed-- , the effect of getting the bill through
He also met Arch-'th- e
lni;ly Intrestlng.
genate with practically no serblshop J. B. Pltaval and Governor 0U9 opposition.
George Curry.
Arizona' Delenate Busy.
Dele- Major C. P. Newberry of Detroit,
Washington, D. C, Dec. 1C
with Governor Rale Raij,h Cameron of Arizona lntro-Curr- y
Mich., who Berved
In the Philippines, Is a guest at au(.ed. a bill to pay the adminlBtra-thexecutive mansion. Major New- - tof Qf
e entate of Guadalupe Lujan
Ariz.,
berry may Interest himself In New
Fll(.ntes, of Solomonvllle,
ex-Is
and
Mexico Irrigation projects
:)1B5 ag an Indian depredation claim,
i
to
such
bill
in
projects Tne House passed Cameron's
tenslvely Interested
In Idaho.
He is a urotner oi tne ,,en8lon Mrs. Lute A. Bowman, ot 1
Cameron is urg- secretary of the navy.
Bon 117 J)er nionth.
"Churles F. Rudolph returned Sat- - ln(?'before lnc territorial committee a
utday afternoon from Santa Fe, ac- - clam 0t 1U0.0OO acres for Arizona's
compunled by his daughter, Miss Mar-on (jr a tranBCOntnental road,
gtierite, who Is a student In attend- - Hb g
8lng for appropriations for
aeadeance at the Sisters of Loretto
rvtlon of lheTueuincari mls-m- y
will
at. Santa Fe. Miss Rudloph
get a8lde by
church whlcn w
as a national
where she will spend the hoi days as
CanlproI, ls a m(!lber ot both
Ve- - ' .
the guest of her parents."-L- as
.,. waler
nn
Kus Ontlc.
works bonds and Pima rntlway bonds.
I.
i
- lntimIiifOsl U
ft. hnrUIJK'U
tl UK It) Will UBIIUIIJ Uin- ales school
"111
the
Nog
authorizing
able the Injured person for three or
bonds for the
four weeks.
This Is due to lack f district to Issue, 10,000
more school
When Chamber- - erection of one or
proper treatment.
what may be
Iain's Liniment Is applied a cure may houses. The bonds are
more
be effected In three or four days. TTlls .called NMUc; and not to pay
liniment Is one of the best and mo; t than 5 percent Interest. He has been
remarkable preparations In use, Sold added to the committee on territories
by Speaker Cannon. Delegate Camerby all druggists.
on Is thus specially favored by being
HE WA8 DRUNK
placed on four committees; Indian
WHEN HE DID IT. affnlrs, mines and mining, postofflce
Some
laud postroads, and territories.
Mexican
Arrested at Monterey for members Hint have been In the House
for over 20 and one for 34 years are
Tearing Down and Spitting on
Stars and Stripes,
only on one commllliie. and the maEl Paso, Texas, Dec. 10. A special inrty ure only on two.
to the Herald from Monterey, Mexico, y0
Open Part of Mescalero Reservahas
says that a drunken Mexican
tlon.
been arrested tliore for tewing down
Represenlatlvo Stephens of Texas,
and spitting upon the American llag ,ln9
ln,rn,uc(1 ft bill which provides
In token of his contempt for the nt- -'
that townships 10 and H, consisting
tuude of the United States In NIcar - f
,he nn,.,h pnd o( the Mescalero- "ff"1Apache reservation In Otero county,
of Camp
N, M.i and nil that part
How's This?
- nnt
oli..iviitlnn In Arizona.
iiiin,rv
We
' r uiiu uiiuuieu uimurs
re" not Included in the Cook national for
ward for any case of Catarrh that
and the same are
ht .limit Itv ITnll'a enii...h est, reservation, be,
to the Jiulillc domain
(iif-Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, "T"? Tl
..Yltr-lllwl lO- t
ru ifj,".,, tn
nmi Hiidii ' ....I.
j Vw,
0,
I,,- ,r,.n.
'
'
We, the undersigned, havo known""" ""
", "and
o7,7 homestead
F. J. Cheney for the lust 15 years, and ern
laws Of me uuneu
believe him i.erfectlv hnrinmbla In all
business tninsuctliins, and financially
Served as coffee, the new coffno subable to enrry out
any obligations
stitute Known to grocers everywhere
made by his firm.
as Dr. Simon's Health Coffee, will trick
Walillng, Klnnnn & Marvin,
a tr"m"1
Wholesnle Druggists, Toledo, O. (!V"n R c""p "xliprtreal conee 111 ir. eiuier,
Hall's Catarrh Cure ls taken Inte-- n
toasted grains, mall, nuts, etc.,
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and timcoiis surfaces of the system. have been so cleverly bleinied as to
Testimonies sent frco. Prlco 75 c, Klvo a wonderfully satisfying coffee
tasto and flavor. And It is "made In a
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take If nil's Family Pills for
minute," too. No tedious 20 to 30
minutes boiling. Frank Andrews.
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to Bettle In Texas, and later became the San

ll

The New Mexico tax commission
this forenoon m tne office of
Governor Curry at the capitol and be
sides the members J. Smith Lea ot
Koswell, H. B. Hening of Albuquerque
and M. A. Gonzales of Abiquiu, there
warn nresHnt (Joveruor Curry. Attor
ney General Frank W. Clancy and
Tiaveling Auditor Charles V. batTord.
The commission organized by electing J. Smith Lea president, and H.
n. Hening, secretary. Work that will
1
months was outlliTed and
,lu srvri-htlu traveling auditor and the secre
tin y were directed to gather such
uiaiuilca as are available for the
or
January meeting of the board
equalisation. Different parts of theexTerritory will be visited and an
iinuaHve reuort will be made on ex
of
More details
isting conditions.
the plans will be published toinor- low.
Bar Examiners.
The territorial board of bar exam
iners completed Its labors yesterday
Afternoon EoiiiK over all applications
and notifying applicants to correct
them where necessary and to report
nt 10 a. m. sharp, on the forenoon
of Wednesday, January 5, when the
Riinreme court convenes and appli
cants will be examined for admission.
There are about thirty applicants.
Preliminary Hearing for Gossett.
The iirelimluarv hearing of A. H.
Gossett of Embudo, Rio Arriba coun
S.
ty, for the killing of Postmaster
rnnnvor at Lvden. will take place on
Saturday of this week, before Judge .lohn R. Mc6 as committing maglsimte. If Judge McFio should not re
turn In time from Estancla. the hear
ing will be adjourned until Monday,
Renehan and Davles have been re
tained by Gossett.
Incorporation.
Incnrnoration Ditners were filed to- dav bv the Gila Ranch Company of
Duncan, Graham county, Arizona. The
e.
New Mexico agent is Cornelius
Houlihan. The capitalization is $38,- 000, divided into 3X0 shares. The paid
up capital Is $30,000. The incorporators and directors are: B. R. Jahnson,
F. J. Llllle, A. N. Newhouse, E. W.
Verden and S. W. Richardson.
Petition for Divorce.
In the district court for San Juan
county, suit was Hied this forenoon
vs.
by Natlvidad Garcia de Trujillo
Prudenclo Trujillo for divorce on the
ground that defendant was sentenced
for life to the penitentiary in 1903 for
an Infamous crime. The petitioner
asks tor the custody of her two children, Sofia, aged 10, and Klermo, aged
nipt

6.
Good Roads Work.
F. Hatley, the Estancla valley
man quarantined for small pox on the
road, Is reSanta
The
ported to be getting along nicely.
gang with which he worked is at work
some distance from the other workers and Hatley himself is under the
strictest quarantine. The force on the
Roswell-Carrizozroad has been increased.
B.

FOUNDING

OF SPANISH

MISSIONS

Antonio

de

In 17St.
Bald to

be

latter Bent Cuplulu Alouno de Bexar of the Spanish and Mexicans,
Leon to establish the truth of the and the Han Antonio of
today.
lit

S

IN TEXA8.

great explorer, and a little while
made a sett lenient In Its
Hut litis effort at settlevicinity.
ment wns Bliort lived, and In IGW!
the few missions founded had been
abandoned. Failure of crops und the
tiiiwHllngness on the part of the Indians to bo converted and niailo to
work, proved too much for the Span-lardseal lor colonization.
To Anthony Crozot, a captain of Industry of his time, Louis XIV, In 1714,
granted all Louisiana, for the purpose
of com 111 ere hi
Crozot
exploitation.
had Cadillac appointed governor and
the lntter sent Hucherau Sr. Denis, a
to
young and daring French-Canadiapenetrate the wilderness of Texua
with a view of opening com
ill cation with northern Mexico and locate
some gold and sliver mines.
The
very romantic story of this young
man will be told in some other chapter, sad It sufliceB for the time being
to state that he made the firs! settlenow
ment on tho spot on which
stands the metropolis of Texas, San
Antonloll
This was In 1710. St.
Denis reached Mexico and scared the
Spanish into wholesale colonization.
During the next few years a large
number of missions were established.
Before naming them It may be well
to note what these
missions were
like.

Many of them are today In an excellent state of preservation.
The
ground plan of all of them was a
The outer wall of
largo quadrangle.
and
the buildings had no windows
only a few Btrong doorways, and for
was easily defended.
(Ills reason
Around the enclosure
formed were
the
thiiB grouped the buildings of
missions. These consisted of the
cells ot the friars and the cateclu-mens- ,
kitchens, refectories, granaries,
here and there stables, and rooms
'
sometimes
for the Indian laborers,
apartments used by the soldiers and
various store rooms.
In the center of the wall usually
facing south was located the- chapel,
which In most cases enjoyed many
distinctions over the i
architectural
rest of the structure. Elaborate win
dows and doorways were provided. A
tower or two lent to the whole a
pleasing aspect. But more of this
will be said In the Individual descrip
tion of several of the best missions.
Stone and adobe were the materials
of construction.
The missions founded by the Spnn-Is- h
friars were these:
del Pilar, 1715,
Nuestro Senora
Did not
founded by De Alarconne.
to San
was
transferred
and
prosper
Antonio.

Nuestro Senora de los Dolores, 1716
by the Duke of Valero. Was
also transferred to San Antonio.
The Alamo (San Antonio de Valero) 1716, founded by the Duke of
Valero on the Rio Grande and later
to San Antonio.
on transferred
Acu-na- ,
Conception La Purisslma de
the Marquis
1722, founded by
Casa Fuerta, at San Antonio.
San Francisco de la Espada, 1731,
at San Antonio.
Nuestro Senora de Guadalupe, 1714,
founded by Diego Ramon. Its extensive ruins are still to be seen in the
mission valley.
La Bashla del Esplrltu Santo, 1718,
founded by Don Domingo Teran at
This is claimed to be the
Goliad,
successor of the Aranama, said to
have been built In 1601 on the Trinity river.
La Trinidad, presumed to have been
founded also in 1601, at a site now
occupied by the town of Alambuma,
near the Trinity river,
Nuestro Senora de Ioretto, 1712,
founded by Ramon on Matagorda bay
and luter on transferred to San Anfounded

tonio.

missions iu
America.
Han Juan
Capilstnn,
1731, also
built by Aguaju at. San Antonio. Chapel still in ubu.
Sun Balm, 1734, aiso at San Antonio.
Until 171)4, the Franciscan triors retained full control over the missions,
but In that year they were secularized by Don Pedro de Nava, governor
of Texas.
With this act, all missions
becanio the property of the crown.
The missions were founded and
conducted by monks of the order of
St. Francis, Ihom die colleges
of
Querettiro and Zaca Atocas. Of their
methods of administration more will
be said elsewhere.
Suffice It here to
slate that the stout, old padres had
keen business instincts and turned
many an honest pesos. It ls claimed
that one of the missions had a tremendous treasury which after the
confiscation mentioned above, disapA cache either in the hills
peared.
to the nothwest of San Antonio, or
In the underground passage connecting the missions of the Alamo city,. is
said to hide it.
CRUSADE AGAINST
GAMBLING

AT

ROSWELL.

Four Young Men of Prominent Families Arretted Saloonkeeper 8ent
to Jail by Judge Pope.
Roswell, N. M, Dec. 21. A sensational revival ot the official crusade
UK'nliiBt
gambling In Roswell came
Sunday night when following a police
raid on a private residence In East
Koswell four young men belonging to
well known families were arrested on
the charge of playing the festive game
of poker for stakes. The raid was entirely a surprise and It is alleged that
the young men were caught with the
goods upon their person. They had
their hearing this afternoon and considerable public interest was taken In
the matter.
Leopold Remanded to Custody.
Another feature of Roswell's lid
crusade came up In the district court
when Judge Pope denied a writ of
habeas corpus In the case of Carl Leopold, a prominent and wealthy saloon
owner, who pleaded guilty to selling
liquor to minors on December 4, 1907,
and wag given a sixty day Jail sentence, which was suspended until
further order from tho court.
was remanded to the custody of
the sheriff.
In his opinion the court states that
he finds sufficient showing hag been
made at this time to warrant Issuing
the order of commitment. Leopold's
attorney has given notice of appeal
and will make a fight to secure bond
pending the appeal. The petitioner
for habeas corpus claims that commitment at this remote rate ls illegal.
Leopold Goes to Jail.
Roswell, N. M Dec. 21. After a
stubborn legal fight, and five days of
habeas corpus proceedings by which
Carl Leopold, capitalist and saloon
owner, sought to escape a Jail sentence, he will now have to serve out
his sixty days' sentence. The commitment Is on a suspended sentence
of two years ago for selling liquor to
minors. Judge Pope in this case sustained his former decision.
The Union County Poisoning The
Clayton News brings another version
of tho Union county poisoning case
as follows: "It is reported that Jose
Mlera, a well known young man living southwest of Clayton, was most
foully poisoned and died suddenly Saturday night last of strychnine. It was
put in everything edible about the
house, more than a spoonful of undiluted poison was found In the milk,
which had been placed In his coffee."

Nuestro Senora de Nuchogdoches,
uwamthvlnetetramlne
First Was Founded More Than a 1716. also founded by Ramon.
Its
SettleThe above Is the name of a German
Hundred Years After the
ruins at Natchitoches are still well
chemical, which Is one of the many
ment of 8anta Fe.
preserved. This mission and preBldlo vnlnnhlB Insredlents of Foley's Kid- served for many years as an outpost
Hexamethylenetetra- ney Remedy.
(By George A. Schreiner.)
against the French.
uy uicuiuwi wi
is
minei
recognizeu
The Spanish settlements in southde Orqulzaceo,
Senora
Nuestro
west Texas were missions and pre- 1716, founded by. Ramon near San books and authorities as a uric acid
urine.
sidios. The claim so often made, Jacinto. Few remains.
Transferred solvent and antiseptic for the soon
Take Foley'B Kidney Remedy as
that the Spanish endeavored to civi- to San Antonio In 1772.
of as you notice any Irregularities and
lize the Indian for bis own sake Is
San Fernando, 1732, Cathedral
all
rather extravagant one when all Is San Antonio. Still In use. Was nnce-leu- avoid a serious malady. Sold by
considered. We see In the case of
of presidio San Fernando which druggists.
southwest Texas that no missions
were established until the French
tn sorlouslv encroach upon the
territory of Castile, If, Indeed, the
new Philippines or New Kstramaciura
could be called this. France had alInterready adopted saner notions In
national law," and claimed that discova
constituted
ery and settlement
sounder claim to a territory that did
the bull of Pope Alexander, an arbitrary instauiiieut, cused on neither
But the Spanish
rpiiKnn nor Ionic.
did not make settlements for the purcluim
pose of meeting the French
morally; their settlements were of an
onilrel'v military nature. For this rea
I
son we meet the presidio wherever
D
r
we meet a mission, somiers wnej--evethere are monks.
it would be unfair to say, however,
-that there were umong the friars not
those who were really active in the
Father Marat,
cause of civilization.
Including
in 1712, tells us that "it was necessary
Into
Indians
to
these
transform
first
men. and afterwairdB to labor to make
The views of the
ihnm Christians."
worthy friar are a little too ambigu
ous to nerm t us to know exactij
what he mennt. But they throw a
very Illuminating light on one point
and that Is, that tne Indian una 10
labor In order to become a Christian.
23, 24, 25, &
Tho fields around tho missions were
tilled by tho Vndlos Rediucirtos to
feed the soldiers who were to ward
For farther Information Call on or Write
off bolh the Yudtos Bravos and the
B
& P. A.
V. 11. McBRIDK, Ageut, or W. D. SHEA, T.
French,
M.
silPR.
N,
SANTA
and
Castillo operated rich gold
ver mines In northern New Spain,
that ls Mexico, and for years had
thought tho desert north of the Wo
Bravo del Norte, tho Rio Grande toBY USING THR
day, to be an effective harrier against.
But the French had shown
IniruKlon,
the
of
three-folterrors
that the
to
new Philippines meant nothing
Century Crude Oil
had to be emmethods
them. Other
de
Lngttnn
Marquis
SIIAEPPER & SMITH, Agents.
ployed therefore,
riramt Mnntcbivs. viceroys of
130 Ortiz St.
130 Ortia St.
of
jlexico, had heard of the attempt
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Burner

CHANQE8 BY NEW SANTA
FE TIME CARD.
Will Run
Through to nd From tha Coast
Instead of to El Paeo,

Trains

Not. 9

nd

10

Albuquerque, N. M., Dec, 16. Announcement of the revised Santa
time card as It affects Albuquerque
whs made today by Superintendent
Frank Myers of the Rio Grande division, who lias just returned from To
peka, where he conferred with other
officials of the road In regard to the
time table and the new passenger
Bervlce which, will be Inaugurated
wheu the new schedules go Into effect

!

SOUTHWESTERN BREWERY CO.
WINS IMPORTANT SUIT.
Little
Mads In Trial
Progress
Ruppa vs. Weinman In Albuquerque District Court.

I

HE

of

SUA

FE

10 RESCUE

OF

THITILI

Albuquerque, N. M Dec. 1(1. The
cbhb of Richard 1)1 Palma and Bernard
Ruppe vs. J. Weinman and J. llnrnett
y
was luken up In the district court
morning, the enllro day being
devoted to the work of examining prospective members of the Jury which
will sit In the case. Large numbers of
jurors were excused, disqualified and
challenged for various reasons and
when an adjournment was taken at 5
o'clock twelve men
satisfactory to
both parties lo the suit had not yet
heen selected. The special
venires
were issued yesterduy, both of which
were
exhausted before
practlcnlly
Court adjourned.

la a Heap of Solace In
Being
Able to Depend Upon a Well.

There
Di

IN

TESTED AND PROVEN

DISTRICT COURT IN
SESSION AT ALBUQUERQUE.

FE
WRECK

Rear End Collision Between Santa Fe System Will Spend Number Eight Plunges Over
$25,000 and More to
Steep Embankment Near
Trains Nos. Four and
Prove It Practical
Las Vegas
Eight

Palma and Ruppe Damage Suit
Against J. A. Weinman and Joseph Barnett Still Holds Boards.

21. II.
Dec.
N, M
Albuquerque,
Ruppe, plaintiff in the case of Dl
Palma and Ruppe against J. A. Weinman and Poseph Barnett, wus still on

Earned Reputation.
For months Santa Fe readers have
seen the constant expression ot praise
for Doan's Kidney Pills, and read
about the good work they have done
In this locality. Not another remedy
ever produced such convincing proof
of merit.
Pusquale Vanni,
College street,
Santa Fe, N. M., sayB: "In 1302 I
a
gave
public testimonial In favor
of Doun's Kidney Pills to the effect-ththey had cured me of a pnln lu
my back, caused by disordered kidneys. My work obliges mo to sit
down a good deal and this woukened
my kidneys, causing much backache.
While at work I suffered more intensely tlnm ut any other time and I was
very anxious to find a remedy that
would relieve me. Learning of Doau'a
Kidney pills, I procured a box at
Stripling, Burrows & Co. s drug store
and to my delight, they soon fixed me
up In good shape. During the past
seven years 1 have bad uo. need ot
Doan's Kidney Pills or any other kidney medicine."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-.Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
made by tho
Every preparation
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Dean's and
take no other.

the witness stand yesterday afternoo
when Judge Abbott adjourned court
for the day. llr. Ruppe went on the
TINSLEY
PROFESSOR
KILLED
SEVERAL
PASSENGERS
ENGAGES
stitnil Saturday at noon and will probCONNECTICUT WOMAN KILLED
ably lie continued on
today. The case probably will
and Scores Are Reported Injured at not be completed before Wednesday
Will Supply Implements
BadOther
1.
Passengers
Eighteen
January
or Thursday.
Fulton Caused by Cold
Funds to Men Who Are in
The greatest change In the service
ly Injured and Investigation
Insane,
Judged
Weather.
Earnest.
will be the Inauguration of a new fast
Asked for.
John Kennedy, a transient, who was
schedule between Chicago and the
to
taken
the
county Jail several days
coast by which No. 9 will run through
East Las Vegas, N. M., Dec. 18.
Albuquerque. N. M., Dec. 18. It
ni!0 after giving evidence of being of
Flagstaff, Ariz., Dec. 17. Later reto the coast and No. 10 will run
8
on
l
No.
Train
immi
pasenger
unsound mind, was examined by Jiidxo
ports make the number of injured was announced toduy by the
through from the coast to Chicago.
of the Santa Fe the Santa Ke. was wrecked
earjy this irft a. Abbott yesterday
Dl Pnlmn and Ruppe nro suing Weinthirty-five- .
afternoon
Nearly all of the Injured gration department
No. 9 will be a fast mall train and
fifty-fiv- e
X.
near
M.,
more
be
Fulton,
or
will
morning
and after examination by Dr. C. A.
No. 2 will also he put on a faster man and Burnett for $10,000 damages were from eastern cities. The injur- road that $25,000
milen
of
west
broken
rail.
a
to
by
here,
demonstrate
railroad
alleged to be due on account of the ed include D. L. Parker, El Paso, a spent by the
Frank, county physician, was order
schedule as the return train.
of a party wall, the wall fall- scalp wound; C. W. Rhelnhart of Lil the final practicability of dry farming Several jiassengers are reported killed committed to the Insane asylum at
No. 7, which now arrives In Albu- collapsing
.
,, a m a
of
UB
New
Mexico.
auc.ueni.
,e
lands
wasted
on
.iiju.eu.
the
ing on a drug store owned
by the lian, Tex., head hurt; J. M. Hall of
,.g Vegas. Kennedy, who Is about
querque from the east at 10:55 p. m.,
In all i
iu nave uft-- aue 10 me ex- 50
Hnrd working homesteaders
.
years old, says he worked In the
win arrive on the old time, but will plaintiffs. The Indications are that the Lillian. Tex., bruised.
cold
cessive
Tho
weather.
train
aru
bo
to
the
sup
of
be
drawn
case
a
territory
will
out battle
parts
Ions
shops here some six years ago and
Another Wreck In South.
leave at 11:40 p. m., Instead of 12:41)
a
down
embankment.
funds
steep
plunged
and
with
necessary
Imple
ten
take
for
will
at least
that he has since lived In Dugijett,
days
ColumbUB, Ga., Dec. 17. Four per plied
a. m as It does now, No. 9 will arrive and
First Reports Exaggerated.
D. Tiusley of the
Calif.
He says he is suffering from
on the old time at 11:50 p. m. and will trial. It has been twice tried In the sons were killed and a number In- ments. Prof. J.
Las Vegas, Dec. 18. First reports
has
Mexico
New
College,
Agricultural
to
court
district
twice
and
blows
m.
Cena.
on the head received Borne
of
the
appealed
leave for the coast at 12:45
jured today by a collision
of
of
Fe
wreck
Santu
train
passenger
of the work.
naNo. 10 will arrive from the west at the supreme court. Harron and Wood tral of Georgia passenger train with resigned to take charge
No. 8 east bound near Fulton, early years ago at the hands of some
tives who assaulted him.
8 a. in. running on the present No. 2 are attorneys for the plaintiffs and N. a passenger train on the Macon and
Althis
are
exaggerated.
morning,
COUNTY'S
FE
Arrested for Fighting.
time, No. 2 will be the new train, ar- B. Field and E. A. Munu counsel for Birmingham road at Harris City, SANTA
NORTHERN SCHOOL DISTRICTS though a broken rail caused three
Georgia.
C. RlgRs, a mining man who has
riving In Albuquerque at 4:05 p. m the defendants.
cars to plunge down a steep embank
MARRIES DAUGHTER OF
In
Verdict for the Defendant,
heen
leaving at 4:30 for the east.
Thirty-Fiv- e
a
ment Into ditch where they turned
Injured.
Albuquerque for some time,
Has Doubled Since Last
TAOS MERCHANT.
The night trains between AlbuquerThe case of Uhlman and Company
over, no one was killed or Injured, and L. Lowory, also a resident here,
Flagstaff, Alls., Dec. 17. The cause Attendance
Are
Year and Parents
Taking
que and El Paso will be continued as of Cincinnati vs. the Southwestern of the wreck at Winslow, Ariz., last
although many passengers had mlrac- - for some time past engaged In a As- 809
Interest.
southGreat
in the past, but will be No.
ulous escape from death. Traffic was tic encounter In front of the Arthur Well Known Traveling Salesman Be-- ,
Brewery and Ice Company, was decid- night, In which Mrs. Alice Bennitt of
inbound and No. 810 northbound
cama a Benedict last
ed In favor ot the defendant upon in- Hartford, Conn., was killed, and eighresumed after a delay of six hours. Everltt Jewelry store yesterday after- The
10.
No.
day9
John
No.
and
stead of
Week.
noon much to the entertainment of a
Official Statement From Chicago.
structions to the jury by Judge Ira A. teen other passengers injured, is still
County School Superintendent
divisGrande
Rio
the
last
from
trains
.on
evening
light
Abbott before whom the case was undetermined and an Investigation V. Conway returned
Chicago, Dec. 18. At the general crowd of Christmas shoppers. Both
districts
school
ion will also be continued, but will be tried
northern
to
the
offices of the Santa Fe this afternoon men were arrested before
On Wednesday evening December
The plaintiffs Bought Judgment has been asked for. The collision was a trip
they hail
coun
no. io ana iso. BI"'"""U
against the brewery defendants agent a rear end one between the Santa Fe where he went to look after he fol- It was announced that no one was done any serious damage and were ir MisB Corlnne Dorothy Gusdorf,
21 and No. 22 as now. The time of. at
the
He
visited
schools.
killed
In
or seriously Injured
the taken to police court where they were younger daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Deming, N. M. The defense proved Limited No. 4 and Overland Passenger ty public
these trains are not changed.
I
lowing school districts: At Pojoaque, wreck near Fulton, New Mexico.
to the satisfaction of the court that the No. 8, both
fined 15 each for fighting. Both men Alexander Gusdorf and Mr. Lou Well
The
1 Mrs. Emma
number
district
school
to
valrt the fine and were released. The of Kansas City, were united In marland which left Los
Anseles two
agent was not authorized
of the school, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT
in
is
I
Gonzales
charge
UNCOVERING LAND
or
on
account
men had
of
.llsimtfi about some work riage at the home of the bride's parbuy any article for
hours and a half before the Limited
is 64. At Jacona.
the attendance
FRAUDS IN COLORADO. the brewery and thut his powers were on
OF D. & R. G. HERE, being done for Rlggs and met yester- - ents in Taos, N. M. Rev. I. W. Dwlie
Wednesday morning, lost time on school district number 16 Antonio
I
limited to selling. Matron and Wood its way to Winslow, where the
day in Chapman's shoe store. There, officiating. The spacious rooms were
Is the teacher, the at
the defendant, and Felix ' lied was due to pass and it Is said Jose Romero 41.
Unique Methods of Promoters to G 'In
Company In 8trlvlng to Make Its Serv- - after some words agreed to walk out profusely decorated with sweet peas,
San
Is
At
Ildefonso,
tendance
Possession of Coal Deposits in
The large clr.
H. lister, the defendant.
ice More Regular and to Please
on the mesa and fight It out. It was roses and carnations.
It Is under the flagman failed U go back fur
school district number 9, Frank Ortiz
cuiar window of the drawing room,
Centennial State.
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